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by Bill Arends
A crowd of m e ha{I 6,000
students and teachers assembled
in front of the Trenton State
House last Thursday to protest
the cuts in the state's higher
education budget. Students,
faculty and staff from all state
colleges, NJIT, the State College
of Medicine and Dent istry, and
the Ruger's cs1mpuses were
represented.
Trenton
State
brought its band.
Covering the wide expanse of
State Street the crowd formed a
huge human semi-circle in front
of the platform that had been set
p on the building's staircase.
estled close to the building the
band played the old "charge"
heme.
MarcoAntonio Lacatena, head
f the New Jersey State College
FT locals officially began the
roceedings by introducing
Professor Leo Troy leader of the
utgers chapter of the American
ssociation of University Profes-

Maybe Next
Time...

sors. An economist. Troy quoted
Adam Smith, · the capitalist
theorist," ... government should
fund those necessary institutions
private capital cannot support."
Troy then reintroduced
Lacatena to the crowd calling
him the " . . . greatest union
leader since John L. lewis (the
great unionist of the 1930's)."
" Those are mighty b ig eyebrows to fill , Leo," beamed
Lacatena. The next speaker
Lacatena introduced was N.J.
AFL-CIO president Charles Marcainte. Marcainte then told the
crowd how diligent his
. organization had been in the
cause of higher education.
According to Dave Donaldson ·
it was .at this time that the student
leaders on the platform became
annoyed with the lack of student
new pitch. " We aren't going to
participation at the mike.
be apathetic anymore. Students
Lacatena then hastily called on
are not going to sit back and
Scott Stark N.J. Student Aswatch higher education die."
sociation president. He roused
State Senator Fround a man
the students in the crowd to a

friendly to education and an
equally friendly assemblyman
Chris Jackman were next so
speak. fhe senator mentioned
the · necessity of a state income

independenl

No Pomp As Graduates Leave
by Barbara R. Schwartz
Alt hough there was no cereony or procession to acknowedge the accomplishment,
hree hundred and eighty
tudents earned the title of Kean
ol/ege graduate on February 15
hile one hundred and thirty
ne people earned their Ma!>ter egrees. Sixty-five of these inividua/s graduated with honors.
Instead of ho/ding a
raduation ceremony, all
raduates have received a letter
rom Dean Parks to pick up their
iplomas between February 17th
nd March 12th.
The question of a February
rocession and ceremony had
oeen taken up by the
Commencement
Committee
eaded by Mr. Vitale, Academic
dvisor Director. Following the
oute of last years committee,
hich is composed of members
f the administration. faculty.
raduates. and day/ evening
tudents, it has been decided
at there is no ceremony but all
raduates are invited to the June
0th ceremony.
Two main reasons for this
, ecision are based on bi'd

weather associated with February and the amount of space
available for graduates and
guests. The Athletic Field is the
only facility capable of holding
the expected crowds.
In the actual breakdown, according to the Registrar's office,
Elementary Education is slowly
losing popularity as some of the
fairly new programs are being
swept up by students. Vying for
attention are those programs
such as Computer Science with
ten
graduates ,
Industrial
Technology with one, and
Management Science with forty
with a total of fifty-one receiving
Bachelor of Science degrees. The
more traditional majors still
graduating with quite a number
is Psychology with thirty and
English with twenty-six . These
are just 56 of the 329 graduates
receiving their Bachelor of Arts.
Sixty-five students will obtain
honors. These categories include
34 people receiving ·Cumme
Laude with a cumulative grade
point of 3.45 to 3.64; 22 Magna
Cumme Laude with a grade
point of 3.65 to 3.84; and nine
will be recipients of the highest

honors, or Summa Cumme
Laude, with an average of 3.85 or
better.
The latter shows over 100
credits with the cumulative
grade po_int of mostly A's. Of
three graduates earning a
Bachelor of . Arts degree in
Spanish one is obtaining Magda
Cumme Laude. The ranks of
English majors show five honors.

.. .He'll come out and say
HI!
.
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tax and was roundly booed; the
assemblyman mentioned that he
only wished to see education
funded and did not care how and
(Continued on hack page)

Student's Seal Entry A
Look
Alike Loser
by
Scully

Liz
an entry which is very similar to
Christine Newcomb, a junior Miss Newcomb's, and which
fine arts communications major, won the contest.
In a lett~r to the Union County
recently submitted an entry to a
Union County seal contest, Board of Freeholden, Miss Newsponsored by the Union County comb inquired about the coinCultural and Heritage Com- cidence. Both Christine and the
mission. The winner, Robert winner submitted seals which
Schreil of Plainfield, submitted contained pictures at the county
courthouse in Elizabeth superimposed in an outline of the
county boundary lines.
Freeholder Chairman Harold
J. Seymour, Jr. said he had both
Leigh Thomas of WNSC ex- entries in the drawer of his desk,
plained, "If the temporary but was prevented from comconnection of the three is paring them by William J.
successful, plans for a permanent McCloud, County Counsel. Miss
link-up between all the state Newcomb also questioned Freeholder Walter E. Boright, who
colleges might be considered
financially feasible at some later claimed he was advised not to
date."
view the seals.
Recently, the county sent a
Two advantages of a per- letter to Christine, apologizing
manent link-up , cited by for the inconvenience to her, but
Thomas, were a bigger enternevertheless saying the whole
tainment format for the stations thing was a coincideni::e.
involved and a "split news forChristine is tired of t-he
mat" where both international
publicity she is receiving " I'm
and local news could be broadreally embarassed. All I wanted
cast.
was an explanation."

WN SC to Broadcast Ne ws
· And S trike lr7:fo
by Ken Cocuzzo
Combining time and money,
Kean's WNSC (590 AM) and the
student-run radio stations at
Montclair State and William
Paterson Colleges will unite on
March 15 to broadcast twenty
hours of news and strike information.
The link-up between the three
colleges, for one day only, was
suggeste·d by Montclair and supported
by their student
organization. The cost for the
phone lines and other technical
necessities will 'be shared by all
th~ee.

More Layoffs by Board of Trustees
by Liz Scully
Approximately eighteen of the
faculty members up for re-appointment were notified that
they were being rehired last
Monday at the Board of Trustees
Public Meeting, chaired by John
Shurtleff. This meant that seven
teachers were being fired , or as
the Board called it, simply "not
reappointed".
One of the tedchns not being
rehired was the fine arts weaving
and textiles instructor, Ms. K.
Skarsten. Much public debate
was held over this decision. This
was the same issue that students
protested against in the meeting
with President Weiss. A professor in the fine arts program. J.
Howe, said the Board was
"reducing a progrdm, not rt>ducini,: a particular in\1r11oor" hy I ht>
layoff of Ms . Skdr~t cn. fht>
chairperson ot 1he d<'pilrtrnenl.
Dr. Coon. said he w.i, losinl( onP
Qlldrtt>r of his cri'li.1 prm~ram i\n
dlumnus of Kt-an Colll'I!; ' ,1.1wd

his regrets on the decision.
A key point of the meeting
came
when
MarcoAntonio
Lacatena, State AFT leader,
protested the layoffs. He
presented a three point
statement. First, he objected to
the lack of negotiation between
the Board and the faculty.
Second, Lacatena pointed out
that Ass em blyma n Kean a
member of the board, had voted
against a state income tax, and
should consider some sort of
financial package. Finally, MarcoAntonio said that by laying off
teachers, "we are telling our
students that education is no
longer valued. If there is no
dollar value, nothing is of any
use." Mr . Lac;atena received
~pecial permission 1ospeak again
,l few minutt>~ later, when he
declared that "if you really
believed in law , you wouldn't be
doin~ what you are tonight."
In answer to th<' AFT leader.
Pri•~idf'nt
We"\
reh1<·tantly

stated, "There will be some
reductions, unless some miracle
occurs. I'm trying to save as many
jobs as I can. "
A motion was then passed to
add Ms . Skarsten's name to the
list of teachers to be reappointed. It was at this point that
the departments of the school
divided. Each department stated
its reasons for retaining their
own teachers, afterwhich the
motion to rehire Ms. Skarsten
was retracted. Ms. Nettie Smith
of the physical education
department pleaded for the
reconsideration of the gymnastics instructor, Mrs. Chim. Mr.
George Metrey of the sociology_
department stressed the need to
retain the three sociology
teachers being laid off. He said
"all teachers should be restored,
not just one. " The chairman of
the psychology department
protested the closing o ut of
social psychology. John Irwin
(Continued on pa~ IJ)
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Student Loan Program Expanded
WASHINGTON -The Senate
Sulx:ommittee on Education
accepted an amendment offered
by Senator Harrison A. Williams,
Jr. (D-NJ) which will expand assistance available to middle-income families under the
Guaranteed Student Loan
Program .
The measure will be incorporated as part of the
Education Amendments of 1976.
The omnibus bill will soon be
taken under consideration by
the full Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, of which Senator
Williams is Chairman.
The amendment approved
would make thousands of additional students eligible for
Federal assistance to reduce the
amount of interest they must pay
on money they borrow under
the Guaranteed Student Loan. It
would increase from $15,000 to
$20,000 the limit on how much
income a student's family may
have and still allow him to be
automatically eligible for the
interest subsides.
Senator Williams pointed out
that currently, in New Jersey,

only about two-thirds of the
students receiving guaranteed
loans are also eligible for the
interest subsidy. The proportion
of the total New Jersey student
population receiving loans with
family incomes over the current
$15,000 limit, but below the
proposed $20,000 limit, has increased from 6.5 percent in 1970,
to 17 percent (4,800 students)
currently.
"Furthermore," he · said ,
" while lenders in New Jersey
have made loans available to
students who do not qualify for
this interest subsidy, I know from
my colleague, that in other states
failure to qvalify for the interest
subsidy has left students with no
loans at all because lenders will
not make funds available for
students ineligible for the
interest subsidy."
Senator Williams said the
amendment would " make more
equitable" Federal assistance to
middle-income students and
their.families , "and will help address the increasing financial
burden these families are confronted with because of the ris,

ing costs of college education
today.
" Since the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program was established, and the $15,000 income limit was set , 10 years ago,
the cost of living has increased
more than 65 percent," he said,
" College tuition and other expenses have gone up even more
rapidly. But the income level on
which the Student Loan Program
automatically provides interest
subsidies has remained the same.
"In New Jersey, the annual
cost of a college education
averages $2,800. I believe that ·
one necessary step to offset this
cost squeeze is to assure that
interest subsidized loans are
available to students on the same
basis as originally intended. Raising the income eligibility level
from $15,000 to $20,000 will accomplish this."

.

College Doors Closing
on High School Seniors
High school seniors hoping to
go to college in New Jersey next
year are in for trouble, the New
Jersey Education Assn . warned.
They will face uprecedented difficulty finding a place in the
state's system of public higher
education.
"If proposed cuts in the State
Budget prevail , the openings just
won't be there," said Dr.

The State's support for higher
education is being cut by $30
million . State officials have said
this means large tuition increases
for students, sizable faculty
layoffs , program cuts, and fewer
seats for students. New Jersey's
system of higher education includes eight State Colleges,
Rutgers University, the N.J.
Institute of Technology, and the
Frederick l. Hipp, NIEA's ex- · College of Medicine and Dentistry.
ecutive director. "The open
If the Legislature does not resdoo,- to New Jersey's public
tore the funds, NJEA warns, the
colleges is dosing."
public colleges will have to cut
the equivalent of 26,000 full time
students from the student body
next year. State officials have said
they will accomplish the cut by
(CPS)-The mirror for the limiting the number of students
world's largest infrared teles- who can enroll in the fall.
cope cracked during testing in
Estimates put the cut at 5,000
Arizona in what could be one of for Rutgers. This would eliminate
the most expensive mishaps in two-thirds of the normal
the history of astronomy.
freshman class. Up to 9,000
The $500,000, ten-foot students might not be admitted
diameter mirror cracked on the at the eight State Colleges, and
test table at Arizona's Kitt Peak the two-year county colleges
Observatory before being could shut their doors to about
· shipped to a Hawaii observatory. 12,500 students who otherwise
There it was to fit into a $6 million would enter as freshmen.
infrared telescope which the
The tuition increases will do
National Aeronautics and Space the most damage to middle-class
Administration is building.
students from families, with inThe crack is JO inches thick and comes too high to qualify for
about 40 inches long. Experts scholarship aid, NJEA believes.
guess that· more cracks may Even students from families with
develop as the mirror is pre- upper-middle incomes will expared for grinding, a process that perience difficulty this fall. Those
will remove almost half of the who are turned away from the
24,000 pounds of glass.
public colleges may not be able
Just who will pay for the to afford the considerably higher
cracked mirror is still open to tuition at a private college.
question. It could be the
"New Jersey should provide
manufacturer, Owens-Illinois, if quality college opportunities to
negligence can be proved , or it
career-oriented high school
could be the taxpayer.
graduates capable of doing
college work," Dr. Hipp said.
" However, the proposed budget
shuts out many qualified high
school graduates from any
chance of going to college." .

Stars 1-iighlight KC's
One-to--One Marathon
A

Astronon1 r Costs
Astronomical

Occupational
Therapy
Workshop

The New Jersey Occupational
Therapy
Association
and
Blythedale Children Hospital ,
Valhalla, New York are sponsoring a 2 day Institute on Sensory Integrative Dysfunction
And Learning Disorders: Theory
And Treatment presented by A.
Jean Ayres, Ph .D., O .T.R. The
program is at Kean College on
March 15, 16, 1976 and the fee is
$50.00 for Professionals; $40.00
for Students. For further •information and an application
contact: Nancy Jacobs, 783 Ml.
Prospect Ave., Newark. N.J.
07104.

One-to-One

Dance

Manathon , sponsored by CEC is
scheduled for March 5 and 6,
starting at 2 P.M. on March 5 and
ending at 2 A.M. on March 7. All
proceeds will go to the One-toOne Foundation of New York
City.
Geraldo Rivera is scheduled to
appear Friday night with
coverage on Eyewitness News.
Nick Benedict from ABC's

1976 Summer Jobs Available
The all new enlarged 1976 annual edition of Summer Jobs, the
largest and most comprehensive
listing of actual summer jobs,
compensated projects, awards,
apprenticeships and permanent
jobs, is now available. This is the
same Directory used each year
by over 1500 colleges and copies
can be examined at most University Placement or Dean 's offices,
college and public libraries,
school superintendent 's offices ,
and U.S. Employment offices.
This unique Directory, completely revised and brought upto-date each year , is for anyone
who is seeking employment ;
especially college
students .
teachers , professors, librarians .
who need summer jobs etc. Jobs
for which high school students
may also apply are clearly indicattd.

the United ~,ates and Can.J da .
Some of the over 100,000
summer study. compensated
unusual summer earning opservice projects. jobs and apportunities located throughout
prenticeships with summer and
the United States and over 40
music theatres, ·e arning free rrips
foreign countries include camp
to Europe, archeaological excounselling in Europe. fruit piccavations, and work at resorts
king in England; hotel work in
• and dude ranches are some of
Ireland, Germany and Italy.
the unique and interesting johs
This ·year's Directory offers
available.
many special student training
programs and over 4,000 perMany branches of the U.S.
manent openings in hundreds of
Government t hroughour , rhe
firms such as " Guilford Incountry· including the Feder al
dustries, Green Giant Co ..
Water Pollution Control Adm ..
Thermo Electron Engineering
and the U.S. Army En · eer
Corp. Aerochem Research
Waterways Expe rimenr 51a11on .
Laboratories. De Laval Turbine
U.S. Naval Researc h ~aboratory.
Co., Frequency Engineering
Aberdeen 'Proving Ground. U.S.
Laboratories , Mutual Benefit Life
Atomic E:nergy Commission .
Insurance Co., Eastman Kodak
have requested thei r openings
Co.. Equitable Life Assurance
be included.
Co., and W .R. Grace and Co.
All openings have bet-n subIn addition to thousands of
mitted directly to the Institute
summer camp jobs throughout
for -publica.tion and include
specific job descriptions . dares of
employment . necessary
qualifi cations . number · of
street cars and interrubans over openings. salaries. and the
names and addresses of peri its own extensive right of way.
_ The building will be open sonnel directors-and employers.
March6,7,13, 14, 20,&21.Hours Helpful information is also given
are 1 to 9 PM Saturdays, and 1 to 5 on how to apply for and how to
PM Sundays. The location is at obtain the job one is seeking.
the foot of Jefferson Ave., off the
The annual Summer Job Direc· Eastbound lane of US Route 22,
tory can be obtained directly
in Union. Plenty of free off-street
from The Advancement and
parking is available. Admission is
Placement Institute. 169 Nor1h
$1.00 for adults and SO cents for
9th Street, Brooklyn , N.Y. 11211
children under 12. for infor $10.00. The Institute has heen
forma!Jon. phone the duh any
a vocational information and adcvenin,c al (2011 964-9724.
visory ~rvice sincr 1952.

Railroad Club Exhibit to Op_
en
UNION , N.J . -A new attraction
in the Union County Park System
will be open to the public next
month. The Model Railroad
Club, Inc., will be holding the
first public showing of its new
layout , which, when completed,
will be the largest in the world.
The club, founded in 1949, is
far along on this unique project.
and will have the Hudson .
Delaware & Ohio Railroad in
operation over both mainline
and branchline tracka,ct! on its

daytime serial "A.II ot My
Children" will be on hand Friday
night. A Friday night appearance
of Exit 13 is also scheduled. The
actual-judging of the dancers will
be on Saturday night while a
variety of bands are scheduled 10
be on hand .
·
Prizes will be awarded 10
dancers. There Will be no cover
charge but danations will be
accepted .

Hoboken to Pittsburgh rout e.
The H, D & 0 will be oper~ting
both steam and diesel , pulling
trains of all descriptions.
Passenger service is alive and
well on the H, D & 0 , and visitors
will "ride one of the trains for a
tour of the railroad.
This first section of the HO
scale layout. occupying 1600
square ft-et, also incl udcs t hr
I renton
Norrhnn
l raction
C:ompany, which will ht' runninl(
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Gregory Asks for Reform
Comedi,rn a nd civil r1gh1s ar1ivi~1 Dick Gregory ch,1liengPd
Jboul 1,000 l:asr Sr roudsburg
S1a1PCollegPs1uden1s 1o " hi11hi~
,:·ounlrv wil h ,t n Pw wave of
morali1y."
He told thP young rwopl e " 10
slop worrying about PPpsi a nd
reefers" Jnd s1ar1 doing some1hing a hour corrf'ning a " whi 1f'
racis1 sys1 e m I ha1 is ~ick . insa rw
,tnd df'gf'n e ralP.
" rh e gam es arf' over," he sitid.
" WP need hones ry ;md inrPgriry.
fh e 1ru1 h. All rh P money and
!llili1arv s1 re ng1h <11111 '1 rnPa n
,my1hing." Hf' allitd,l'Cl 1hf' CIA.
1-81 a nd ~pPric1I in1 P1P,1 grou ps
ih,11 tw rlaim~ ilrf' 1rving 10 ruin
1lw co un1ry bv 1•co ncirnic
di ~d',I ('r.
HP .,c1id 1hP ,pPnal inrpreq
group, 1hc11 c1llegt, dlv J1PrJWI: .i,(•d ; hP gc1~o li rw shor1 c1gP ,1
w:1r .igo, "cc1n do th!' ,amP 1hing
1i1 vow:, food ~upplv. J'hc>v c-;in hr1ng 1hi, 1 ou111ry down on i1~
khf'P,. Uo you know 1hl'n·\ onlv
l' ll()Ugh food ',l()[(•d .iw,iv now iO
1,:1:d dw 200 mrllron Amn,r,ins
Ior I hrPt' d,1v, ( ·

He predin e d I ha1 in 18 rnonr hs
1he• prin• of ~u1,1.1 r will ,kvrocker
.igain and imreitd of " dope
pu,her," 1herp 'll lw · " \llgar
pushc·" " c1nd c1 new kind of
polireman-"~Ligar busr Pr~. "
11 \ nor 1hP popula11on PXplosron 1ha1's cau~ing 1he food
,hor;;igp bur ~uch prirp- fixing
deal\ as I hP. sa le of whea1 10 1he
Ku,,iam . GrPgory charged.
"Did vou know 1his cm1111rv
producps 98 ppr c em of all 1he
muni1ion~ on 1h1s rlilnPrf

111a11cial A id _(or the
L.Jefi Out .Widdle Class

.. So 111c1nv Americ,1m I hmk
wP're dumb tno ugh 10 helieve
we 're on Israel\ side hu1 we 'rp
;raining 1he Arabs in Texa\ 10 fly
figh1Pr jPI\. We' re on 1he sidP
wherP we ca n ma ke monPv.
" rhP white racis1 w ,. ! m has
messed up your mi nd a nd makes
• vou I hi nk bad. ThP schools
\ho uld s1ar1 ed ucati ng you . no1
indoc1rina1ing you . IJ011'1 go 10
sc hool under false pre1 e ns es.
rhP worst reason 10 go 10 coll e ge
" 10 be belier off 1han somebody e lse. Don't put 100 much
emphasis on you r college 1rans.nip1. Learn 10 · gel along wi1 h
your fellow man."
He referred 10 rhe an1i-Vie1nam War demol']strations which
he claimed put pressure on the
Pe ntagon and the Whit e House
and evenl ually stopped the war.
He said the young people face a
101 of responsibilities with few
solution?, but "you ca n make 1he
difference. You, individually.
You did i1 before. You can do it
again ."
1:asl Stro udsburg Staie College
l:as1 S1 roudsburg, Pe nnsvlvania

f

fl P',) - Coll PIH' lrnann ,tl ,ud
olflcn, hav P sa rd 11 . pre"1g1rn1,
Pducc111onc1I org,11111c111on, h;ivp
,,11d 11. .ind parpni.. h.ive heen
,cr1•,1m1ng 11 : Whe n II comes 10
collPgt• fi11.incic1l .iid. 1hP middl P· 11KomP family gp1s ,newed. .
II a bill i111roducpd hv ',pnillor
l'h,ules l'Prrv IK-llll 1s PnanPd.
collPgP s1UdPn1s from rniddlP-in<onw f<1miliPs would hf' PnriilPd
io ,ub!.1,m1ial 1ax dt>fnmp111s . rn
ordPr 10 dt>#rdv rhf' ro~i~ ol ,1
1·cJI/P,<P t>dm··d11on. / hr hill rs
"-t'-'H'd si1t•,·ili,·allv tor 1hP middlt>-mn,mP
tamilv.
makinic
l>PIWPf'n S11.000 .iml Slh.ll(KI rwr
VPdr.
Mos1 fedn<1l ~,udrm ard plitn\ ,
,,11d Pern. ,irP gP<lrf'd for
"udPnr~ from lown-rnrornP
lamilit~.
" rhis f'Oncemr,111011 on lowPr
rncome J,(roups." said Pt>rcPv.
" has rPsulrPd in li11IP or no lin,111l'i.tl assis1<1n,P availahlf' for 1hp
,1udPnl from ,l middlP-inromP
tamilv who-;p nP~d~ art' jus1 ilS
grea1. ' "- .
Percy\ bill basp, 1he dis1ribu1ion of 1ht> 1ax defPrmems
upon 1,he _1ax . iiabilitv of 1hp
l.imilv: 1ha1 is , how muf'h 1<1x
1hPv are likPlv 10 pil'V . t,. s11JdPni
from a familv making $14 .IIIXl a
_vPar wo~ld bP e n1idnl 10 a 1ax
dpferm.e nr of more •~an $1,400.
rhe . defermenr . would (w : paid
, rbac~ ..10, 1he gO',(ernr:rwrn ovPr a
period of three ypars .11 sJ•vP n pPr
cenr imprest.
)

.Reading ,Center
O;p·e~ for Spring
The 'KeadinJ,( and Studv Skills
Center is now open for 1hP Sprinl( semester. The Cemer. whmP
services are free of char,<P 10 1hP
students, served 0ver 150 peoplP
lasl semester in areas sud,· as
Readinl( Comprehension. RatP.
Voca_bulary. Study Skills. and
E:n1<lish as a Second Lani;cua1iw.
E:ntrance 10 the Cen1pr 's prol(ram includes an inrerview. J
bauery of tests and an individualized prQRram 10 suil thP
student's specific needs. Based
on this proli(ram. the s1uden1
utilizes Center materials under
supervision uf the staff. h is requested 1har students put in c11
least two hours a week . but morp
iime is d1.:sirable for maximum
results.
The Cenrer is loca1Pd in Hu1 chinson Hall. Room 202A. and is ·
upen fr.om Monday 1hrough
Friday . 8:00 A.M . to 4 :00 P.M.

The
Indy

According 10 Pe rcy \ s1,11is1irs.
~eeds
familv could spend he1wee n
Writen
$10,000 a nd $25 .000 10 sPnd onP
Call 355-0174
chrld Io ro llPge for four VPiHS.
rh P CollegP l:niran cP l:x<1mina1ion Board es1ima1es 1ha1
1hP parems of onP-1 hird of nex1
vear\ college s1uden1s will no1
he able 10 pay morf' 1han $fi15 a
US At Crossroads
v<•ar 1oward colleli(P costs.
E:duca1ional ins1ii'u1iom, said
PPrcY. oftpn use up all 1hp funds
rhe Free Public Forum. "1:lecdVctilahlP from federal prol(rams
rion. 1976: U.S.
1he Cr:osshPforP rhf'V rP<1rh applkarions of
roads, will be sponsored by KPan
!-tudenis from middlP-income
Coll_e,ie beRinninR · Monday,
l.unilit'!,.
March 8. 7:30109:JOp.m. in HutUnder Perc:v\ plan. a family
chinson Lecture Hall. The sprini;c
brin,<ini< in $14,000 a year is enseries. open to the community.
ri1IPd 10 morP than thref' times
C'onsists of leaures. discussion.
1he deferment availahlf' 10 a
and a mock national party conf<1milv makini< approximately
vention orl(anized by faculty and
half 1ha1 amounc. A middle-instudents
of the Student
c·onw s1uden1 who wanted 10
Organization and the Political
a11end a hi1<h-cos1 private school
Science Club.
is Pntitled 10 a greater ,ax dPferA special feature of the series
menl 1han a low-income s1udPn1
who mil(hl not even hf' able 10 will be 1he appearance of The
Hon.
E:lizabeth
Hohzmann .
afford a local or state school.
from
New
"Gr~nted."
said
Nancy -Congresswoman
York , as Keynote Speaker at 1he
O'BriPn , a Percy aide. "1he lower
Mock Convention. Monday.
income families are hardest hit
March 15, 7:30-9:30 in the
bv high costs . Bui middle-income families are not ahlP 10 ap- Wilkins Theatre (Theatre of the
Performinl( Arts). The convenply for financial aid.''
Families with low incomes. tion wi II be held on I hree successaid O ' Brien. also havP less ex- sive evenings, March 15. 16. and
penses, . whilf' miqdle-inc? mP 17. Participants rn the Free Public
tamilies · have the expenses of a Forum are invited 10 act as state
delegates and lo vote in the
house, a second car, etc.
· O ' Brien -added 1ha1. while a nominatinl( convention.
The firsl lecl ure, March 8. will
priva1e school may cost much
more than a s1a1e school. a mid- deal with the Primary camdle~i ncome family should not he paigns leadinl( up 10 the conpenalized financially for wish- vention. It will be li(iven by Dr.
ing 10 send their child 10 such a Michael Israel , Assistant Professchool. since 1ha1 would be" put- sor of Political Science at Kean.
ting a limit on a person's - who is coordinatini;c the entire
series.
perogalive."
The remaininli( lectures will
A bill similar 10 Percy's has
been introduced in the House of follow the convention and will
Representatives by Abner Mikva be held in the Hutchinson Lec(D-111). but the fa1e of both bill~ is ture Hall on March 22 and April
up in the air. " This is a new con- 5. Participants, fresh from I hi~ except," said O ' Brien. " It will takP periencP in practical poli1irs. will
awhile for some1hin1< like this 10 enl(agf' in a discussion of I he
rnmilll( political campaign and
catch on.
,1
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Graduate Admissions Tests
Have Major Changes
PKI NCl:TON,
N.J.-1:ducalional Testing Service (ETS)
reports several major changes in
1wo national testing programs .
whose scores are used as part of
the admissions proves in many of
the nation's graduate schools.
Both . programs, the newlytitled Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT) and the
Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE), together test more than
400,000 prospective graduate
st ude nts every year.
ETS says the changes were
made to help simplify the 1es11aking proc;ess by making it more
accommodating for studenr candidates.
The GMAT formerly was called
1he Admission Test for Graduate
Study in Business. The new name
parallels a similar chani;ce in the
s ponsoring
council's
name-reflecting a trend among
graduate business schools to
broaden their curricula and
degree titles 10 include other
areas of administration, as well as
business.
The program is developed and
conducted by ETs for the Admission Council for Graduate
Study in Management , a group
representing 43 graduate schools
of management.
Anotber significant change in
the GMAT is an expanded admission ticket correction form
that allows the candidate 10
verify, and correct if necessary,
10 accuracy of the information
he or she provided ETS on the
rel(istration form . Walk-in regis-

KC Sponsors ·F orum
a,

Arm_v Specialist Walks
A cross Panan1a
Canal
I

During a recenr I our in t hf'
Panama Canal Zone. Army
Specialist 5 Walt e r Robinson
decided 10 walk 1he 51 -mil e
leng1h of the Canal-on 1or of
1he wa1er.
The soldier. who· i~ now
s1ationed al Fon Bragg. N.C . accomplishPd his task in le~s 1han
JO hours . but not wi1hou.t ;1 li11J p
help frnm his friends.

he friends were .i parr ot
"s hoes " desil(ned by Robinson
for his water-walking anivities.
rhe shoes arP fibergla~\-,ovn1!d
plas1i1 foam . connPCled with
elas1ic bands for siabili1v.
Robinson \ nPxl go;il in New
York 's Hudson RivPr. I hen . 1hP
English Ch,1111wl. lhPn( look,
.like .he'~ building up for 1hP
Atlan1i1 O n :<111.

election.
Dr. Israel has been on 1he Kean
ColleRe faculty for over six years.
specializinR in reachirtR dasses in

the American electoral process.
He has also par1icipa1ed actively
in campail(ns in Essex and Middlesex counties. He has a Ph.D. in
Political Science from RulRers
University.
Registration deadline is March
1. For more information. please
call Center for · Continuing
E:ducation. 527-2163.

!ration, established during the
1974-75 academic year, also will
be honored, space and material
permitting .
There also are several new additions to the GRE. For the first
time, a full-length sample GRE
aptitude test is available 10 give
candidates an accurate view of
the scope of the test and type of
questions it contains. The sample
lest is the same length and format as the currently used forms
of the aptitude test, and contains questions previously used
in past tests. An answer key is
provided. The sample aptitude
test may be ordered separately
or as part of the Graduate
Programs and Admissions
Manual, which provides information about more than 500
institutions and their graduate
programs.
The aptitude test also has been
shortened by five minutes from
the former three-hour total. And
an estimated additional 15
minutes of student time at the
test center has been _saved by
soliciting background information on the registration
form rather than at the center.
For the first time , GRE candidates will be allowed at the
time of the test administration 10
delete or change the list of
institutions 10 which scores are
10 be sent .
The ~RE program also will
continue to accept walk-in registrations, if center space and
materials are available, and after
all normally registered candidates have been admined.
Both prasrams emphasize rhat
walk-in registration for the
GMAT and the GRE are being
continued 10 provide a needed
service

10

cand\da,e W,,o an,

unable to preresisrer because of
circumstances beyond their control.
ETS administers the GRE for
the Graduate Record Exam in ali on s
Board ,
an
independent board affiliated
with the Association of Graduate
Schools and the Council of
Graduate Schools in the United
Slates.

('horal Sin!(ers to Sing This Sprin~
A busy season lies ahead for
Kean Colle1<e's Choral Singers
who comprise The Concert
Chorus, Chorale And Women's
Chorus.
The fifty voice chorale, conducted by Professor James
Cullen , will travel in the New
Jersey, New York, Long Island,
and Pennsylvania areas on
thirteen day bicentennial
concert tour featuring a variety
of music of American . composers from colonial days to the
present. Concerts will be sung
for schools, community groups,
Sr. citizens, etc.
Locally, the Chorale has sun!(
al BurnPII Jr. High Schnl)) i'l
Union on February 24 and will
perform at Clinton Ave .. Presbyterian Church in Newark on
March 18 at 8 P.M.
The Women's Chorus. Professor Michael Montgomery, Conductor. will appear in concert al
Rutgers
University Camden
Campus on March 14 at 3:30 P.M.
Debussy's " Blessed Damosel "
featurinl(
professor Herbert
Golub pianist, will be the principal offerinl( ·on the varied
program.
The Chorale And Women's
Chorus will combine in a festive
~pring concert al Kean Colleli(e's
Wilkin~ ThealPr on April 14 at 8
P.M .. and two weeks lat er on Ap. ril 29, The Chorale will rPturn for
1he fourth year 10 1he Donnell
Library Cf'nler in New York Ci1y
for a 7 P./vl. concert.
rl1l' l,irgl' combin.i1ion of .onP
hundrc·d a nd fonv voices . made

a

of the Kean College Chorale,
Concert Chorus, and The Riverdale Choral Society Of New York
and New Jersey, will present a
bicentennial tribute 10 the reknowned American composer
Randall Thompson. Conducted
by Professor Cullen , The Massed
Sinl(ers will perform a variet of
works by Dr. Thompson at Manhattan College. New York on
May 2 al 3:00 P.M. and al Kean
Collel(e of New Jersey on May 14
at 8 P.M .

Useful Memory
Course Offered
Memory and
Contenlradon
"Memory and Concentration," a course 1ha1 is both
useful and fun , will be offered on
seve·n Saturday mornin,tS beginning _M arch 13, by the Center for
Continuing Education at Kean
College of New Jersey. The lime
is 10a.m. to 12 noon. Registration
deadline is March 5. The fee is
$30:
The instructor will include
such topics as techniques of
recall for readi~, speaking and
listening; how to keep one's
mind from wandering; rememberinl( names and faces, facts
and figures, foreil(n words .
Participants
will
develop
memory skills that are invaluable
assets in business. academic
work, and social activities. For
more information call 527-2163.
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independenl
Editorial
The demonstration of opposition to higher education that took
place in Trenton last Thursday was an undeniable success.
Whether you believe there were three, four, six, or eight
thousand demonstrators, the fact remains that faculty, students, and
supporters showed a unity sadly lacking in recent years. The attention the media, both print and broadcast, has focused on the
situation has made hundreds of thousands of New Jersey voters
acutely aware of the impending dismemberment of the state's
college and university system. Demonstrators showed other
students and sympathizers that we are no longer a handful. We
promised each other at the rally that we would return to Trenton
when it _b ecomes necessary and appropriate to do so. We meant it.
We vowed to take part in a writing campaign to assured our legislators that only those who support higher education can hope for
our votes.
But all was n-ot sweetness and light.
Those of us who attended the demonstration, then read the accounts published in the Star Ledger, Daily News, or Times had a
sobering experience indeed. A few selfish individuals with an obvious lack of responsibility felt the need to vent their adolescent
spleen. For some _reason, people bent on making fools of themselves subordinate all other considerations. In this case, the aims of
the rally, the efforts of thousands, were simply set aside by these
thoughtless few. One wonders what tl:lese. children. wo~ld have
done had they suddenly found themselves inside the building. And
these individuals were the ones the media attended to first in their
stories, giving them a prominence they scarcely deserved and distorting the character of the de,monstration beyong recognition.

Only Roger Sharp on Channel 7 Eyewitness News told the story in
proper perspective, citing the radicals for the minor role they actually played.
·
Another disturbing sign was the way the word "strike" was bandied about by the speakers. At first it appeared that they were referring to a unified effort at p·r otesting cutbacks, a last resort for faculty
and students to refuse to accept the destruction ·of the education
system. But the word kept popping up so often, and in such contexts, that one became confused as to what it meant. When it came
from Marcoantonio Lacatena it had an ominous ring to it.

We did not got to Trenton to support an AFT strike.

Let us make_clear our goals and intentions. The lndepende~t supports a graduated income tax. It is the only equitable manner in
which to raise the revenue necessary for New Jersey to meet its
obligations to its people. There is no free lunch.
We will not accept the firing of tenured faculty. We cannot accept
the firing (or lay-off, or non-renewal of contract) of any faculty
m·ember for whom a need is clearly demonstrated.
We will not accept the truncation of programs to which any given
state school is committed through its catalogue. If you have
attended a school because if has offered a particular major, we support· your right to achieve your goal at that institution.
We will not accept a tuition increase. We will not allow this state
to march toward educational elitism. _
• We will return to Trenton if it becomes necessary. The numbers of
people committed to see this struggle to a satisfactory conclusion
are daily growing. If we are ignored, we will not quietly go away.
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nde endent
etters~p
Seconds
"Curtains.,.,
De ar l:ditor.
Re " Curtain s for Int e rior
Design " (Independent. Feb 12)
My name is Paul Unicoci, 15650-8873, transfer student from
Paterson State College, Second
Semester Sopomore.
I am , in fact, a Fine Arts major
in Kean . I feel Kean has a very
tempting and inviting schedule
of cources for those involved in
, he fi e ld of craft .
My main reason for holding on
lo this institution was for that
spe cific reason alone. Your artide in the Independent was certainly an encouragement for
1hose peoples who hold an
interest in working with their .
hands over their minds. I will
write a letter to the President as a
result of reading your letter ,
which did, in fact. insure a feeling of substantial backing.
Thank You,
Paul Unicoci

-Palestinian
Question
Unanswered
Oear l::ditor-.
I am writ in,-: concerning the art ide
entitled
Palestinian
Queation
Discussed
which
appeared
in last week's
lnde pe ndenl.
I allended the meeting, and
the title of the article is a falsity.
rhe amount of time actually
spent in discussing the Palestinian question was practically
nil. all hough that was the purpose originally set out for the
" debat e." as it was entitled on
the papers posted on the walls. A
" debat e" was not.presented , but
rather a one sided " lecture" by
Mr. Benun Mr. Heshie Gurowitz

just sat in the front of I hf• room
"'ith a cigarette in his ha nci look ing absolutely bored. Whe n hf'
began to speak , he was int Prrupted by Mr. Be nun . and was
never heard from again . The onl y
thing mentioned concerning ,h e
Palestinians problem was tha1 it
existed, and their desire for
Stat e hood. Thi s is a known fo n .
and it was not necess-ar y 10 si1
through the meeting to find this
OUI.

" The program consisted of
questions from the audi e nce
directed to the speaker ." quot ing the writer of the article. The
first part of the " discussion " was
nothing more than Mr. Benun
giving views on his beliefs. At the
completion of this questions
were most definitely asked. but
were not sufficiently answered
by the speakers, but rat her
talked around . .
I feel that what was supposed
to be accomplished at this meeting was not. What actually was
supposed to be gained by this
meeting? If it was to gain new information or insight inro the
Palestinian problem , then the
meeting was not successful.
Mindy Sandel

Wants
Lottery
Breakdown
Headlines in The Star-led,,wr.
December 22, 1975 : " Dungan
says colleges face 'radical ' fund
cuts."
This is Disgraceful and Sinful. fl
truly is for many , many reasom.
Chancellor Dungan asks anv and
all , " What can we do 10 protf'CI
higher education? " He ask~
honestly for suggestions. ThPrP
are many, ten that come from 1he
top of my head. all fan ual, and
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from pa,:e 4)
none include the five vi1al and
much needed necessities Mr.
Dungan suggests ill I he conclusion of his press release. The
one of great importance . 1he one
I believe will solve 1he higher
education problem and many
more, .is: each day a given. full
and accurale account of each
dollar involving 1he New Jersey
State Lollery. (it reads millions
per day) . should be publicized. A
complete breakdown, which
without quesIion the commision
has at their figertips , should he
made known to the public
The public some 1hree years
ag_o approved the use of 1he
lottery mainly becaus e they were
l~d 10 beleive iI was ear-marked
for higher education and
instit.utions. What. if any. percenl
is going for l~ese two vital purposes? In said break-down,
which we look to be publicized
in 1he very near fu1ure. we ask
Iha1 not even one dollar be
elimin;ited.
This publicized breakdown wil
eliminate a lot of undue
hardship, now and in 1he future.
not only to'public officials hu1 to
1he entire New Jersey public It is
long overdue and should noI he
denied 10 ,he public. A like letter
will be forwarded to Chancellor
Dungan.
In closin1-1 I IrusI. and hope to
be able to do so.
With great respect.
Floyd J. S1eensen

Saved
Dear Editor ,
Money is the route to all evil
sic so last Monday someone
saved me from sin by removing
the money out of my locker. He
politely opened the locked
locker too~ the money (thanks
for leaving the wallet) and closed
the locker. Now to show my
gratitude I spent and am planning to spend more afternoons
in the locker room with my 16
inch wrench . I'll be doing this
every now and then . -The other
people that you ripped off like
the idea and intend to do the
same. Guess what happens if we
catch you.

5.

Cites the

Hand That
Feeds
Dear Editor,
Just a note of thanks for the
warm reception and good time
we had at the Pub Monday night.
Hope to see you all at the One to
One Dance Maa Marathon,
March 5th and the All Co.liege
Party March 11th.
"Exit 13"
Joe Balla
Joe Gluck
Harry Pagdon
Dave Vocht
P.S. We would also like to thank
the Student Affairs Office for
sponsoring this and many other
programs on campus. These
programs and extensive information concerning campus .
activities would not be possible
without the consistend hard
work done by Mrs. Kort john and
her staff .
THANK YOU ALL!
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AVOID PEOPLE WITH
VISIBLE LESIONS

-

It strikes me as very funny that it took a financial "crisis," i.e. the raising
of tuition, to get this school to make a protest. It shows just what the majority of the students is concerned about. Charles. Dickens called it
Enlightened Self-Interest. Kurt Vonnegut called it "The-Hell-With-You-Jack-I've-Got-Mine."
·
·
Whatever you want to call it, the fact remains that it is the concern of
the human for itself, and no one else, that motivated most ofthe people
here. Not all of them, thank whatever deity you choose, for there are still
some altruists around, but most of them.
This "generation" of college students received all the benefits from
the protests of the 60's without working for them themselves. As a result,
the opportunitie~ those protests crea~ed are either unknown or ignored.
In a commuter school such as this, ignorance wins out. Most students are
only interested in getting their "education" and getting out. If they do
stay on campus after classes, it is for some harmless social function. To
me, the whole situation is like watching time spill backwards into the
nice, safe, socially sterile, paranoid 1950\ I can't imagine a worse fate for
the human race.
·
Seeing how hard it is to stir their fellow human beings from their-selfdug trenches of apathetic mediocrity, the genuinely concerned student _
may ask what can be done. Change, Hke everything else, begins at home.
I propose, or perhaps merely publicize, the Subtle Revolution. A lot can
be accomplished if those in power have no idea of what you're doing.
Co underground, wor-k from within, create confusion, change, rear- ·
range. And begin by taking a good look at yourself and deciding if your
priorities are all that important in the long run.

Was this all merely a release of some pent-up frustrations? Perhaps.
But most of my opinions on this essay really do reflect a desire to see the
human race wake up. I fear, however, that the long night is not yet over.
Chris Jarocha
MARCH 23, 24, 25

RSVP

The first fully staged comic opera at Kean College in this
decade! This one act spoof by J. Offenbach pokes fun at
many-of the traditions of opera plots. Directed by Dr. A.
Brown (Music) and Dr. J. Teran.

APRIL 27, 28, 29

THE GODSPELL

co.

A musical view of the Gospel according to St. Matthew..
. An exuberant and colorful prodyction. Directed by Mr. G.
Rusin.

BRING YOUR LUNCH

DONATIO_
N : 49¢
RESERVE BY PHONE (X 2349)

LITTLE THEATRE
COLLEGE CENTER BUILDING
12:30 P.M.
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Fr. Philip
flicting experiences that 1he out Merdinger
sider is just baffled . To b eli eve
Many many times in this . that I have experienred som et hcolumn I've tried to speak_about
i ng true is one thing, but 10 insist.
the possibility of belief, of having
that I can say the TRUTH exanly
faith and expressing it in life. As a and completely is another. In a
Christian I'm used to expressing
skeptical world like our own
what a good friend to me calls
where we regularly presume that
the " imagination of belief" in
trustworthy people lie to us
terms of Jesus of Nazareth and
often, words have a fre •;il e life.
the Christian life that celebrates
·Perhaps reigious words are the
him as the Lord. Some people on
most fragile of all.
campus have helped me to see
I really don' t know how to
that part of the problem of faith
meet this problem . I know I've
is the problem of words and what
had an experience of God which
they mean to me out of my life's
I express in Jesus as the Lord, but
experience. Some words are
I'm ignorant of how to avoid the
loaded with emotional freight so
kind of l,mguage that hurts.
heavily that I turn away _from
There is an ad in this paperwhic-h
them instinctively. Better yet , I
advertises a new thing for the
just never hear them. Other
Campus Ministry. On Thursday
nights, beginning March 4th , in
words
have such
negative
meanings that they just turn me
Downs Hall at 8 P.M . a . . . for
off. Still other words have no
college age people . will be
offered. The purpose of this . .. is
meaning at all or they express exto meet, wrestle.with, and celebperiences people presume I've
had but which I' ve never had at
rate Jesus of Nazareth as the Lord
all.
of life and future in word, song,
Religious words sometimes
picture, and prayer. It is not
share all the above characterisnecessary to believe before you
tics. (Sounds like an exam,
come- just to be open tot he posdoesn't it-all of the above!). Even
sibility, the " imagination " of
people who find religious words
belief. (More on this next w eek ..
easy to say often have such con.)

by Buz Whelan
It may be that with Richard
Nixon's resignation Gerry Ford 's
po itical asr<>ndancy reached its
zenith . Just 30 days later the pardon of Nixon began a long
downhill slide for Mr. Ford with
Ronald Reagon providing Gerry 's ski wax. No doubt Mr. Nixon
is very aware of the pivotal effect
that act of mercy has had on the
President ' s career. Four days
before the presidential primary
was to be held , Mr. Nixon repaid
this favor by flying off to Peking.
No doubt he hoped to remind
the good voters of New
Hampshire of the merciful compassionate nature of Gerald
Ford.
Perhaps
there are other
reasons as well. We'll let you
judge for yourselves, for we
present here a transcript of a·
recorded session, our source
swears to be between Richard
Nixon and Chairman Mao Tse
Tung. Incidentally, it is a little
known fact that Chairman Mao
actually speaks perfect English ,
albeit with a Brooklyn accent .
Interpreters are employed solely
for the annoyance of foreign
journalists.
Chairman Mao: So your leg is
all better?
Nixon: Leg? Oh, yes, of
course, it's fine now. It may flare
up again at any time though. My
doctor warned me not to undergo any strain. Like testifying, stuff
like that.
Mao: So, testifying would hurt
your leg, already?

Woman Space
The

editors

of

the

Independent have agreed to
make this SPACE available each
week for announcements of particular interest to the Campus
WOMAN : students , staff and
faculty . Do watch for it each
week and if you have any items
or events which you feel should
be listed in WOMAN SPACE,
kindly use the suggestions form
below. The column will include
listings of conferences , seminars,
cultural events, and occasionally
some commentary.
• Women will be well repre sented at the Mock Democratic
Political convention planned by
KCNJ 's Political Science Department for March 15 , 16 and 17.
KEYNOTER for the convention .is
Representative Elizabeth Holtzman (D-N.Y.). Holtzman is
remembered for her intelligent
participation in the Congressional impeachment hearings in
1974. She is· a member of the
House of
Representatives
Judiciary Committee . ·

• Women TOflelher: Techniques lo Effect Chanse is the
theme of a Women in Education
conference sponsored by NJl:A
(New Jersey Education Association) for March 6. 1976 at
the Ramada Inn, Rte. 18. East
Brunswick . Workshop sessions
include pr~rams on assertiveness training; and techniques to
effect positive organization-1I

change. Pre-registration forms
are available at the Campus
Center for Women . A fee of
$5 .00 includes lunch and
conference materials .
• Sylvia Strauss , associate professor in KCNj's history department has released details on the
new WOMEN'S STUDIES curriculum she has developed for
KCNJ. The program will go into
effect in Fall 1976 and is an interdisc iplinary collateral program .
WOMAN SPACE will keep you
informed of this project ; if you
have any immediate questions
you may reach Dr. Strauss at extension 2167 .
• The Center for the American
Woman and Politics at l:agleton
Institute of Politics. Rutgers, New
Brunswick has announced that
applications _are available for the
FLORENCE EAGLETON GRANTS
PROGRAM. Grants are awarded
to researcher~ who seek to discover new kr1owled1,w about
women anci' politics and to
stimulate a continuing examination ~f ~omen's roles in
public life.
The topic for the 1976-1977
awards is WOMEN AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT IN THE: U .S.
Grant applications are available
from the Eagleton Institute of
Politic. New Brunswick . N.J.
(15901. Completed applications
must be received by the lnstitutP
by March 31. 1976.

?Que
Pasara?

La presencia de " Kean
College" en la demostracion
masiva de las universidades estatales , ante el desequilihrio
democratico en el dearrollo de
nuestra comahidad. es una
notoria manifestacion de nues tra
conciencia estudiantil.
Comoindividuos , la n ecesidad
de pensar . actuary relacionarnos
con los demas en todos los
niveles es imperiosa cada dia.
Como grupo hispano tenemos
un mensaje que·dar. valores-que
aportar a Kean. E:u esta UNIVl:RSIDAD MULTICULTURAL es en
donde nuestra experiencia sera ·
fecunda.
lndentidad e
inte,cracion son nuestros ohjetivos.

/me Quintero.

What Will
Happe.n?

r----------------------~------,

I
I
I

I

Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE I
section of The Independent:
I
Item or event _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

I S o u r c e - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - I
I Your n a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

I Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rm

~~!3..~~t~e ~u~~'!:,_-

'Miracle' in March

8v f<I 1-Jv<•r
In kc>t•ping with tht•ir
bicentennial theme the Theatre
Series of Kean Collegf'°s sf'cond
production is .ibour ,l famou<.
American. The persona,c(• is
Anne Sullivan and the pl,w is The
Miracle Worler. The storv dl'als
with Miss Sullivan 's pfforts 10
teach the deaf-blind H<•l(•n
Keller.
It
encompc1s~P~ t f·p
emOlions and actions of the <'ntire Kl'ller familv: tht• ir•oions
betwen father dnd son . fatlwr

1

J

and tt•a<·her_:· ,rnd 11101 twr ,111<1
d,rnghter.
The bi,c,cest rnnfli<'<·t of t hP
plav is hetween Annp ,rnd H<'IPn:
th<' difficultv of transformi n~
Hel<•n from ,l viritual .111imc1I into
,, pt•rson ,1ble to communicatP
•Nilh thl' rest of thr world. ii->t•
:Pfl,Kit \" ,ind unwillinl(nC'~S 10
~ivt• up are two of thP quc1liti<'~
t h,11 Miss Sulliv,111 po!>w~srd ,md
,tri.• lec1tun•d in tht• show.
fht• <·,,st. dirt'<"tt•d h\ :\·Ir.
I a rn <' ~ . M u r p h \' o : ; h 1•

Identity and lntepalion
The presence of Kean College
in the massive demontration of
StateColle,ces due to the democratic
imbalance in
t_he
development of our community.
is a significant manifestation of
student consciousness.
As individuals. the need ·to
think . act. and relate to other
people on all levels is imperative
every day as a Spanish Group. we
have something to say. values to
offer to Kean. In this multicultur c1I Universitv where our experiencp will be worthv . idrntitv
.ind inte~r.ition .ire our ohjectivPs.
SpN'l·h/ Tht•.ii rt> / Medi,t
depdrtmrnt.
indudP~
k.,Hhv
Sharkev .is AnnP Sulliv,111 . Marla
Milin c1s HelPn l\ellt•r. Jc1mes
Nc•tis Jnd )ednnr Stull .is Mr. c1111i
Mr~. "'-<'lier ;rnd Dou~h Fo~l'I ,1~
t heu ,011 l,une~. 01 ht'r~ l(',ll ur<•d
in tht> <:.1~t .trt' l'.it J.ision . Mike
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Nixon: In a minute.
Mao: So, I can do for you
what?

Nixon: Well, if you could let
me have a few hundred thou .
strictly as a loan, of course. Just
until I'm back on my feet.
Mao: Things are not so good?
Nixon: Well, the used car
business isn' t going so hot. But
I've got other irons in the fire .
Mao: A comeback perhaps?
You 'll make a comeback soon?
Nixon: I've made certain arrangements.
Mao: And you are doing what?
Nixon: I' ve changed . I' m not
the New Nixon anymore. I'm
now the new New Nixon. I've
learned from my mistakes.
Things are a lot different now.
Mao: And these differences
are what?
Nixon: I've gotten all new
people around me. Those other
people I had , it was all their fault ,
what happened. I was innocent.
The people know in their hearts I
was innocent. Even if I was guilty.
I was not aware of it. I'm still not
aware of it. It was just all those
people who thought of themselves first. Bunch of weak
stomachs. Most of them didn' t
even know how to lie properly.
Everything was their fault .
Mao: The people know this,
that you're not a crook?
Nixon: Of course they do. I've
told them. And they know I
wouldn't lie to them for a very
good reason. I was the President
of the country.
Mao: · These new · people are

I,

who ?

Nixon: Some very capable
men. Albert Speer , for instance.
Wonderful man for national
defense. Has an excellent background in that area. And a good
architect, to boot. Baldur von
Shirach is a not her. Great with
young people . He's organizing
the Nixon Youth .
Mao: And what about your
enemies , already? They say not hing of all this?
Nixon: Well, this is all secret.
For the good of the people, of
course. We want to surprise
them . The people love surprises. So the Nixon Youth meeI
under the disguise of reputable
organizations . The KKK . ·for
instance.
Mao: But the people know of
this visit. They suspect nothing?
Nixon: They believe this is a
personal visit , for old times' sake.
But its for their own good that
they are deceived. I'm doing
everything for them.
Mao: And tapes? What of the
new New Nixon and tapes.
Nixon: I hate the word, even. I
realize that misunderstanding
the tapes is what caused most of
my problems. I've learned my
lesson. The people can't be
trusted to make sound judgements I tell them to make. So I'll
never use a tape recorder again.
Mao: That machine in your lap
is what?
Nixon: This is a Wire recorder.
It's much different. The new
New Nixon has learned from his
mistakes.

GJO ~other . ,.· ·
GB~~ight(fn~
By: Ralph Splemlorio

I have been asked more times
than I wish to recall to define the
meaning of· conservatism? I find
it difficult to answer nor because
I don' t have a feeling for it but
because it encompasses so much
that any attempt to define it does
conservatism an injustice.
•Any attempt to define conservatism can only be done within
the context ·of my' own bias.
There are varying degrees of
conservatism just as there are
varyting degrees of wealth and
justice. If one wishes 10 call
himself a conservative. there are
a few thou~hts th,11 are universal
to conservative minds. Since
political freedom is dependent
on economic freedom. one cannot consider himself a conservative without advocatinf( a
capatilistic society. The _concept
of the family unit is also dose to
the hearts of conservatives.
Limited l(overnmen1 is the
government that governs best
and absolute power corrupts absolutely is standard conservative
rhetoric.
If there's any idea that
epitomizes the conservative
philosophy. it is that of individualism. The idea that a person mus1 be m control ol 1115 own
destiny is parafTIOUnt to a conservative .philosophy. "Let me reap
the benefits of my rewards and
drown in mv own mistakes" is
Johnson .tnd Jut> M11wll.i .
The production is scheduled
for March 11 . 12 and 13 in the
Wilkins Theatre for 1he Performin~ Arts. Tickets will be
av.iilc1hle in the TPA box office
~tJrtin,c M.uch 1. Kean students
will .in IIJ c·ard will be ahle to obi,tin a 50",. discount.

1he calling card for conservatives.
Conservatism is not an easy
philosophy to follow . It doesn't
leave 'big broiher to fill • in the
gaps that one leaves· in his life.
Conservatism
is
also · compassionate. While·· it doesn ' t
belive that the government has
the resporisibifrty to maintain an
equitarian society i1 leaves rc>"om
for error. A conservative would
be more inclined to use welfare
as a tool to ensure man 's survival
until he finds productive work
rather than tool for the distribution of wealth.
America was founded on individualism. America's foundinl(
fathers wrote the consitit ution
and the bill of rights not todireci
its citizens for the state but to
protect the people from 1he
state. I was once told that no orie
will help if you don't help
yourself. I believe that now more
than ever. As long as Americans
expect someone else to do what
they should for themselves, they
cannot be considered free or
conservative.
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TRENTON

Personal Views: II
bv Ra y Crandal
rhC'Y had fooled me.
rhe dal e for 1he rallv. ol
course, w.i~ riJ,thl-FPbruar-v 19.
Bui I had bePn lOld 1hp buses
were to leave at eighl o'dock . I
arrived al rhe school ar seven.
planning to prepare my camera
tor the demonstration at Trenton. While I waited. I photographed one of the colle!(e employees pullin!( up the stars and
stripes. And then I sat. and
waited.
Shortly, two young men came
into the room strug!(ling with a
large, flag-like banner. One. a
student from Kean. Bob
Seindenshwarz. was tearing off
small pieces of tape so that his
partner , a young man from
Montclair State, Don Simonini ,
rnuld form the lellers and words
that eventually read : " DON'T
TAKI: AWAY THE EDUCATION
POLITICIANS NEED! IT BYRNES
US UP!!" They granted me a picrure . and were put.tin!( the finish-

up ste ps to ge t decent piclures of
,he speakers on 1he platform . hut
wirhoul a ,oom IE-> ns. il was
hopelPss. So I wandered. 1aking
ramdom shot~. li~tenin!( to the
orarors .
Christ. I thought. I'll never
remember what 1hey're ~aying,
never mind who ,hey arP.
It was then 1hat I realized ,he
names of the speakers werPn't
important. Nor was there a !(reat
necessity to remember who said
what. They were , in fact. repeating over and over (and over),
again I he basic reasons for the
rally: teachers being fired, programs devastated, important
community
programs
eliminated, services cut. and.
most importantly, tuitions raised
astronomically.
They cried that New Jersey was
the fifth most wealthy state in the
union, but forty-eighth when it
came ·to the amount of dollars
expended on education.
"WE: WANT BYRNE! WE

·, I

in!( touches on their anwork .
when a crowd started forming at
Green Lane. It was nine o 'dock,
The buses were scheduled to
leave al nine. so naturally WP
departed forty-five
minulPs
lat e r. An hour or an hour a nd ii
half la1er. our humble evrs
beheld I hP 1<rea1 mel ropolis of
rre n1on.
"Don' t start 1he war wi1hout
us ." ne ver made less sense.
Upon · our arrival. our senses
were confronted by shouting
and singing and yelling , and a
mass of vague human forms and
wooden-handled signs.
The roving reporter and his
c.,unera went to work . Int e rest ing banners were captured in the
len·s . _Peopl e in trees. Bums on
garbage cans . or slee ping off a
hangove r against a parked bus.
St udents on lop of buses.' wi1h
came ras and VTR sets. Cops.
local and stat e. I 1ried climbing

WANT BYRNE:! " the s1uden1s
~houied.
"IF WI: BRING BYRN!: OUT
Hl:l<I:, " ,l ; pt,,ik<•r askPd . " WILL
YOU LISTl:N ro HIM? ' '
"Yl:S! WI: WANT HYRNI !"
"Bring Byrne ou1 hc>r<' ," ,, l(llY
cried. "We won't hun him! "
"No, just hang him ," I said. A
local policeman nearby he ard
me, and smiled. ·
I had wanted to get onto the
balcony just above the platform
to get some closeups of the
orators. A photographer from
Kean had gotten up there.
" The troopec told me, 'You
can 't go up there, boy.' "he later
told me, " bl.!t I went up anyway. I
woundn't risk it again."
Later : "MAYBE WE SHOULD
MARCH DOWN THI: STRHT
AND GET OUT THE MAN RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL THIS.
DUNGAN! "
a s p e aker
suggested. I ran down the slreC'I

Personal Views: I
bv C hr is faroc ha
·· we got u s a con-vo y." And
wit h 1hese words. o ur bus p ull e d
away from t he c ur b. We hadn '1
left Green La ne before 1he first
w hiff of pot was di s1inguisha ble
in the close d space . Thi s was going to be some d e monstrati o n.
Two hours later . th e streets of
Tre nton we re fill e d wi t h sho uting st ude nts . a nd cries o f " Save
Hi g her Ed! " could be hea rd
echoing like t he sound of cras hing surf. The sig ns were
pr ominently d is played : LAY OF F
DUNGAN, NOT FACU LTY AND
STAFF: NE W JERSE Y 48TH IN
EDUCATIO N - SHALL WE TRY
FOR S0TH?: ROSES ARE RED.
VI O LETS ARE BLUE . DON 'T
SC REW ME O R I'll SC REW
YOU : FIGHT BLO USTEIN: IF IT'S
A DUNGAN , IT'AA YO- YO : and
I he e ve r-popular HI . M O M !
O ne of the o ddest sigh1 s was
the brass bra nd Trenton St a te
had p rov ided . They played su c h
appropriate select ions as " Hey.
Big Spender," " Batll e Hymn of
t he Re publi c.'' "Ta ps. " a nd 'On .
Wisconsi n. " If the respo nsible
parties did n' t wa nt the issue o f
Higher Educa ti o n to become a
pol itica l foo t ba ll . why .d id t hey
ioster the pep rall y atmos phere
wit h 1hat ba nd ?
The sp eakers told the c rowd
both what they want ed to he ar
and what they already knew.
One who broke from this formula, criticizing the NO INCOMET AX signs , was answered
by c hants of "Tax the rich. not

the poor. " from I he cr owd.
Agai n , they heard o nl y w hat t hey
wa nt e d to.
·
Th e c hief off e nde r in . th is
cri me of pa tronizati o n was
MarcoAnt o nio Laca te na ("Son
of a bit c h , ii 's Lacat e na!" ca me
a n a ngered cry from the crowd ).
Laca te na. who once told th e
stude nl b od y al Kean ," You have
nothing lo o ffe r," d eci ded we
had some thing to offe r after all.
One of his ma ny speec hes incl ud ed a moveme nt to as k fo r
t he resig nat io n of C ha ncellor

r
lost whatever control he had.
es peciall y when he proposed
Lacat e na 's Children's Crusade.
whi c h ma y be paraphrased thus :
Let 's you and him march down
the street and yell at Dungan.
Fortunately , the crowd realized
the senselessness of calling for a
speech from a man who had just
been requestion to resign .
The. c haracte rs in the cr owd
we re int e resting. Me mbers of
va rious organizations wound
their way th-rough . leaving a trail
of leafle ts. some of whi c-h might

have actua lly bee n read . SomeDun gan . whic h was received by
c hee rs. ra ucous a p pla use . a nd · one in a green graduation cap
a nd gow n . a nd a skull mas k.
s houi s of " Dunga n mus ! go! " In
wande red ai m lessly. On 1he
fact. Lacate na seem ed to be ru nbalcony a bove the spea ker's
ning the who le show, at least tr ystood a myste rious Mafiosa- li ke
ing lo. Stri king a n impe ria l pose
fig ure . complete with blac k shirt .
on the platform . he wo uld say . in
white tie. a nd grey dou bl e a neutra l tone of voice. " We
breas le d rai ncoat. He wo uld o cwa nt Byrne," and the n ste p bac k
casio nally spit or throw a
a nd watc h his vocal snowball
cigarell e from his pe rc h. On the
grow. Aft e r pre pa ring the crowd
opposite e nd of the social specby Byrne's appearance. he 1old
trum was an army-jacke ted " acI he crowd . " The Gove rnor is
tivist " who would shout deal hmeeting with Studenl Government leaders right now ," to
less slogans like " Shoot him! "
which
they
responded . " Castration! " and, in response to
Dave Donaldson's attempt to
"Bullshit! " From there on in , he
start a chant of Burn Byrne.
" More Sugar! "
As usual , the violent ones got
all the press, and all the press
could be called less than
favorable . But a minor psychological victory was won al Trenton, in that the next rally they
hold should be well attended.
And Byrne and Co. knows our
voting block is out there, so the
thing to do now is to press what
advantage we have. Write. don't
fil(hl, should be rhe chan1 of 1he
future demonstrations.

'

&
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and waited with another photographer for some good pictures
of the march, but in vain. They
stayed put .
Finally, at one-thirty : "IT HAS
JUST BEEN ANNOUNCED THAT
GOVERNOR BYRNE REFUSES
TO SPEAK TO US! " the announcer informed. Then, a
hoarse-voiced girl got up to the
mike and screamed something
to the effect of , "I HAVE JUST
HEARD THAT BYRNE TOLD HIS
MEN TO ' GET THOSE KINDS
OFF THE STREET, NOW!' "
The crowd roared , " WE WANT
BYRNE! WE WANT BYRNE!" ,
with all the fiery fury of hell. It
was as if they were fourthousand Lindberghs screaming
for one Bruno Hauptmann. They
wanted him .
But ii was finished. I we nt back
10 my bus . and with one remaininJ,t exposure of film. caul(hl a
rict ure of an old bum. sining on
a green disrosal can. who had
been avoidml( my camPra all
through the rully.
They announced 1he buses
which were leaving , with or
without students; still . the crowd
chanted. Eventually it died
down.
Students were leaving for their
buses . .1 sensed them looking at
me. Why was I the first one at the
bus, they asked themselves . I was
a traitor to their cause . because I
had given up so soon. Then.
other . older peopl e passed me. I
heard one say, " Stupid imbecil.s.
They don'! know how l(ood I hey
have it. "

I hey can discredit us and say

I was sitting in the bus with a
few others when we heard the
first sirens. I thought of nothing
of them. Don Simonini came up
to me.
"What 's up?" he inquired.
"I got junk pictures. Couldn't
get close enough."
Something was happening
outside. An ambulance pulled
up nextto our bus, and a student,
head bleeding , was helped into
it. Through the glass I could see a
police chopper hovering over
the area.
An upperclassman walked into
the bus. " Well.' ' he said. " 1he
pigs are breaking heads .' '

we're not 'mature' enough to
handle our own affairs. And the
press will have a field day."
The possibility of several outsiders being paid 10 incite the
riot (as it was called in the news)
is perfectly plausible. But
whether it was planned this way
by someone or not doesn't
matter. It had been proven that
no form of violence will work.
The only way to change anyr hi ng would be to work through all
the red tape . And the way to do
that would be le11ers : literally
thousands upon thousands of
lett e rs written to the legislature.

"What happened?" a girl
asked.
"Some jerks tried to storm the
place."
" Is the kid in the ambulance
from Kean? "
" No. " He smiled. " He doesn' t
have !he smell about him ." We .
all laughed.
.
Then he sat down . " Yep, we
did exactly what they wanted us
to do. We fell into the trap. Now

The defeat of Big Brother
through
stupid ,
mindless
violence , is an impossibility; our
educational goals will be
reached only if we work within
the system.
· Will there be another rally?
Definitely. Will the same thing
occur? Maybe.
Will anything be accomplished?
No.
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Amid posters and fotogs, Dave Donaldson rallies crowd behind students.

6,000 Apply Heat, Byrne Stays Out oj

State cop and friend disdainfully look on.
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These tykes, although not quite college-aged, join with the big kids at the rally.

TV cameraman hides out acrci
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We Were

II There . .
Together

itchen
The Trenton State College Band entertains the crowd by playing such favorites as, "You never give me your money."
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Capitol building. Maybe he's afraid of dog,.

\..., \....

....
Some of the best views of the Speakers' podium were from atop the bus.
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A Day in the Life of a Job-Hunter
by Loretta Bolger
The time is 9:50, and I have just
awakened with a delicious sense
of not having to be anywhere at
any partic ular time. I lie in bed
for several m inutes before I
remember why. I am unemployed . In tha t case, what a m I
doing in bed at 10:00 a.m. ?·
I st umble into t he kitche n,
re heat the coffee, and look
around for t he morning pape r,
which tu rns up under th e dining
room ta ble. Newspa pe r and
co ffee in hand, I tu rn o n t he
morning movie and cu rl up on
the couch.
Ex perience has taugh t me that
I won't find much in the help
wa nted section of the St arLedger, but my conscience
compels me to check anyway.
One ad looks promisi n g :
College grad, ad m inist rative
asst. , $169/ wk."
I pick up the phone an d dial,
after first turning off the T. V. Far
be it from me ·to e xplode the
myth that coll ege g rad uates
don't watc h televisi on . Ri g ht
next to t he tel eph o ne is my
d iploma, and i glare at it fo r a few
seco nds while I wait fo r som eone to get on the o t her e nd of
t he Ii ne. I hea r a cl ick, and then a
nasal voice informs me that
when I hear the tone I am to
leave a message.
" I. . . uh ... you . . . uh .. ." All too
quickl y my time is up. Talking to
machines is not my long suit.
Returning to the living room, I
turn the television on again.
Ingrid Bergman is laughing, and
suddenly I have a horrible suspicion that she's laughing at me,
so I go back upstairs to dress for a
day in New York. I spend almost
an hour washing my face, brushing lint off my best pair of pants,
hunting for some decent shoes,
and trying to get my hair to
resemble something other than
overcooked linguine.
As I come downstairs, I hear
simultaneously the
"Happy

Day's the me song and t he t hump
t hat tells me the ma il has arr'ived.
Maybe Civil Servi ce has finall y
res ponded. Or Prentice - Hall . Or
somebody.
Sinking into a kitc hen c hai r, I
eagerl y rip open the one lett er
addressed to me . " Tha nk you fbr
your res ume . I regret to info rm
yo u that t he re are no. . ."
Met iculous ly I fold t he letter into
a pa per airpla ne and aim it at the
hall wast bas ket. Instea d it la nds
in the d og's wate r d is h.
At around one o'clock the 107
bus pul ls into Port Aut hori ty, and
I ali ght, cl utching the fo ur ads I
have cli pped fr.o m t he Times . All
four are for jo bs in the publis hing field , a ll f o ur list

Ne ve rthe less , he han ds m e a n
appl icat ion.
" Salary, job tit le , reason for
leaving . . ." How gene rous they
are, I think, giving me.: postage
stamp-size d area in wh ich to tell
why I left eac h job. I don't know
how to ex pl ain wh y I left m y
summe r camp job of three yea rs
ago, so fi nall y I wri te in t he
margin : " They we re payi ng me
$1 .50 a n hour. Woul dn 't you
ha ve don e the sa me? "
Afte r a wh ile the man beckons
to me and I enter the inner offi ce.
" How well do you type? " he
_asks, fin gering his ti e.
" Forty words a minute,"
reply, shading t he truth by a

qualificat ions that seem to coincide with mine, and all four given
the names of employment agencies.
Half-frozen from walking from
the west side to the east, I finally
reach the first agency, wishing to
God that I could find a ladies'
room and comb my hair.
At first the office is empty, but
after a few minutes a man
materializes at the front desk. A
tall man with styled hair, a green
and brown checked suit , and a
green fluorescent tie. Suddenly I
am miserably aware that my
shoes are smudged with dust and
my nails are broken and irregular
from too much guitar-playing.

coupl e of words. It 's not fast
enough, I can tell by t he shake of
his head, so I say: " Your ad says
light typing."
He gives me a withering look
and then answers frostily : " Not
that light. "
" I'll do everything else twice as
fast ," I offer feebly . But he has
already started closing the door.
At the second place I don' t
even have to fill out an application. The woman in charge
immediately informs me 1hat I
have too much college and not
enough experience. In other
words , I am both underqualified and overqualified.
I fare a little better at the third

age ncy. A m iddl e-age d ma n in a
cr umpl e d wh ite sh irt brusqu e ly
cross-ex am ines me and t hen
sends me twe nt y bloc ks uptown
for the intervie w.
Pat ient ly I fill out forms a nd
wait around th e hospi ta l-cl ea n
off ice. Twenty m inu tes later a
t hirtyis h brune tt e insta lls me at a
desk w it h a test fo r proofreading a nd te lls me to ci rc:le all m ista kes .
She st ud ies my test for a lo ng
time. " You've circled everyt hing in sight ," she says reprovingly ." " This , this, this, and
t his," she continues , ta pping my
pa per like a fo urt h grade math
teac her, " are not errors ."
" But commas are needed here

ing a nd dr ink ing coffee. One is
da rk and handsome , the o t her is
stocky and re dheaded , and both
are smilin g. The re dhead seats
me a nd takes my a pplication ,
w hil e h is part ner leans over to
lig ht my ciga rette . A li ttl e of my
confi dence com es back.
" Looks good," the redhead
murmurs, scann ing my appl ication. " B.A. in Engl is h, sc hool
paper, writi ng tutor . .. "
Just t he n t he p hone rings in
t he outer office , and he exc uses
hims e lf to answe r it, handing my
application to his coll eague, who
says : " You ' re just what the y' re
looking for ."
I give h im a great big grin, but
my joy is short-l ived . The redhead re turns , his smile go ne . and
sa ys: " I'm sorry, hon ey, but I jus1
got word t hat the editorta l assis tan t job has bee n fill ed . If o nl y
you' d come a n ho ur sooner ... "
After tha nking t he m bo1h . I
WANTED , College g c , ~
leave, d isa ppo int e d . b u1 not
B.A . in Engl ish . Ty pe 40 w .p.m . or
J
sl ightly less. No experience necesII defl a te d anym o re. At least I wa s
sary for job in publishi ng f ield .
qualified , I think as I walk d o wn
Ra pid adva ncement. $200 w k.
41st Street. And who knows?
Maybe I' ll run in to the preside nt
of Harpe r a nd Row waiting for a
bus at Port Authorit y. . . "
It's alm ost five-thirty by the
ti me I weave my way thro uJ? h the
fi rst floo r of t he ja mme d b us te rminal. If the president of Harper
a nd here, " I say point ing. " II a
and Ro w is around . he has n' t
non-restr ictive phrase ."
made h is presence know to me.
She clea rs he r throa t. " I'm sorInstead, four g uys try 10 sell me
ry, but that 's the wa y 111e test is
underground newspapers. two
made up. We can't be too caregirls try to corwert me to an l:ast
ful in choosing our proofIndian religion . and a teenage
readers."
boy follows me around . insistI am still mumbling about noning that he met me in Phila-restrictive phrases and nondelphia.
parallel construction as she
Wearily I sink into th e fi rn
ushers me out the door.
vacant se a t on the bus a nd dm<'
When I arrive at the last agency
my eyes . When I open the m we
I am still feeling deflated : I fill
are stopped ar New.irk Airport.
out the form and wail 10 he \uma nd I feel .i new hur~r of energy. I
moned.
lake ou1 mv podwt notebook
"Come on in ," a voice booms
and s1ar1 wr it in>(. •· I hinl!, 10 do
from the next room.
10murrow: 1) Pr.i n 1, <' 1v ping : 2)
I walk in lo see two youngish
Huv N .Y. rime, ; .II ~<' ml rp~ume
men in their shirt sleeve ~. smok10 HaqX'r .ind Mow . .. ..

ELECTION DATES 1976
Much 1, Monday
Applications for Executive Board of Student Organization and
N.S.A. Coordinator are available in Student Organization Offices in
the Student Center Building from 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. & in Hutchinson Hall in )106 from 8:30 a.m. to 8 :00 p.m .

•

March 5, Friday

Applications for Executive Board of Student Organization and
N.S.A. Coordinator close at 4:00 p.m. MANDATORY meeting of all
candidates at 4:30 p.m. in Student Organization. Ballot positions will
be assigned.

March 11, Thunday
Primary elections for Executive Board and N.S.A. Polls open at 9:00
a.m., close 5:00 p.m.

March

16. Tuesday .

SPEECHES of candidates for Executive Board and N.S.A. to be held

March 26, Frida ,
Applications for .Class Officers clos :? at 4 :00 p.m . MANDATORY
meeting of all candidates at 4:30 p.m. i., SI ude n1 Orl(,mi,ation. Ballot
positions will be assigned. .
April 8, Thursday
Primary elections for Cla~~ Officers. Polls open at 9:00 a.m .. dosC'
5:00 p.m .

April 12, Monday
.
.Applications for Stude nt Council available in S1udC'nt Organization
Offices in the Student Ce nt e r Building from 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. and
in Hutchinson Hall 1106 from 8:.30 a.m.-8 :00 p.m.
April 15, Thursday
Final Elec tion for Class Offi cers. Polls ope n at 9:00a.m. and dose ,II
5:00 p.m.

April 16, Friday
Applications for Council dose at 4:00 p.m . MANDATORY meeting
for all candidates at 4:30 p.m. in the Student Orl(anizarion Offi ces.
Ballot positions will he assigned.

in the Snack Bar.

March 18, Thunday
Final election for Executive Board of Student Organization and
N.S.A. Polls open at 9:00 a.m . and close at 5:00 p.m. Result s
immediately after.

March 22, Monday
Applications for Class officers are available in Stude nt
Organization Offi ces in the St uden t Cen te r Building from 9:00 a.m.4:00 p.m. and in Hutc hinson Hall in 1106 from 8 :30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

April 20, Tuesday
Primary elections for Stude nt Council Polls ope.n at 9:00 a.m. and
dose at 5:00 p.m.

April 22, Thunday
Final el ections for Stude nt Council. Polls open at 9:00 a.m. and
dose al 5:00 p.m.
·

May 1, Saturday
l:l eC'I ion winn e r, offl<'i allv 1a kP office .
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mad mystic trilogy
by Chris Jarocha
: e rl ai n kinds of h oo ks
ome underground cl assics.:\
~eralizalion migh t be madi~
1he y are li1erally out ous: 1hey oulrage 1he eslished conce rns. by -= they
•nomic, social , intcll cc1ual , or
ilical ones. The reforP . such
oks are ini1ially rel e gat ed 10
ivion , at least as far as the mass
jience is concerne d . Wordouth recommendation and
circulation of dirty . dogcopies are the only things
keep the knowledge of 1he
s in existence. Then . the
is hers discover the impact of
book , it begins to make
ey . becomes respectabl-e.
~. going overground, is aslilated into tha1 whi c h it
inally shunned. So it goes.
t is my contention that the
in.ahas! books . by Robert
ea and Robert Anton Wilson ,
e the kind of books tha1
ome underground classics.
ere are three of them , The Eye
the Pyramid, The Golden Ape, and Leviathan, a trilogy of
sticism and political conracy . Stranger bedfellows
ritten in the stream-of-con, usness style , the books are
d to follow initially , but as the
raclers begin to become

more· d Pa rl y d e t11 wd, ii 15 ea~1<'r
10 tell w ho is narrating whe n.
Once I he first shoc k o f confusio n has passed , the read e r is
dee ply invol ved in the wor kings
of 1he slory, as esot e ri c fa cts
abo ut secre1 socie 1i es b egin fi 1ting int o a fright e ningl y logi cal
chain of his tory, until a vague
sense of pa ranoia is visibl e
throughou i human society.

Off The
Shelf. • •

lis. No matter what 1he ir or igins,
1ho ugh, thei r missio n is we ll define d; although th ei r methods
are ra the r confusin g. Th ey are
followers of logi c, be li eve rs in
Law ' N' Ord e r, sci e n t ist s,
polit icians , a nd financiers. They
want lo bring the e·nd of the
world a little nearer.
The forces of " good " are ·
reluctantly
represented
by

goddess Eris, and an anarchist.
Behind him are rallied the forces
of The Justified Ancients of
Mummu , the ELF, the Legion of
Dynamic Discord, and Gold and
Appel Transfers.
Helping Hagbard foil the
· · -~
~ Illuminati
scheme for lmminantizing the Eschaton, a plot
set in motion 10,000 years ago,
are such diverse talents as
revolutionary Stella Maris ,
reporter George Dorn, detective
Saul Goodman, the rul John
Dillinger, Howard the talking
dolphin, demigod Malaclypse
the Edler, political assassin Harry
Coin, and random factor Markoff Chaney, also known as the
Midget.
Agents for one of
Hagbard Celine, genius-level
Hagbard's groups frequently spy
engineer , lawyer , and international smuggler. However, on the other groups, in addition
Hagbard does not believe in to keeping tabs on the Illuminati.
The entire effect of the novels is
good or evil, so he cannot really
one
of mass insanity.
be one of " the good guys." let it
The trilogy is a mixture of
simply be said that he, armed
speculative history, comparative
with his gigantic golden submysticism , political studies, and
marine, the Lefi &icson, opposes
esoteric
research . Part-fact, partthe Illuminat i and all they stand
-fantasy, it is a perfect series for
for. He is an agent of the forces of
the college audience. As I have
Chaos , a believer in the Greek
told my friends ," Anything I h·a ve
ever been interested in my
whole life is in these books." The
books themselves are even in the
books .
•
The blurbs on the covers of the

J
..,...,.•·••~
--..;::,,o

The Illuminati (The name
means " the Enlightened Ones")
is a world-wide conspiracy,
which may have been started in
1776 by one Adam Weishaupt ,
who may have replaced George
Washington as a near-double, or
it may be the present-day version of the Order of Assassins ,
begun in the 11th Century by
Hassa_n i Saboah, or it may be the
survivor of the culture of Atlan-

The Forever War Credibility
in both Science and Fiction
OR- The Story of a Boy and his Dog-Star

by S. Fedos

clence fiction ha~, tor as Ion~
any affecianado can
ember, been considered the
tard of the literary field.
ause of its' blasphemious
empts to palm itself off as " real
rature" it has .unjustly been
ced in categories below the
ltural merit of True Sex Con'ons, and Master Detective
onthly. It is strange that the
erary intelligencia will, like
ngry vultures, lurk in the darks, waiting to expound on the
htest flaw , 'possibly a misced adverb, or worse to
nounce a work because they
use to try and understand the
entific concept behind it . Yet
th this in mind every english
cher has his students read
es Fenimoor Cooper, who
you can sail a40x60ft. down
ver 25 ft. wide, and "savage inns" speak English as well as
es the Department of
rature at Oxford. Yeah. Sure.
ell the nit-pickers will always
there but they may have a di flt time discecting Joe Halden's The forewer War (Ballin, 218 pp., $1.50). First warg... don't read the build-up in
jacket. If you do you'll be exing a trite blood and guts
el of men in combat,
t'em, kick'em, kill'em. Par
Enquirer. No Way. The effect
the work is as gradual as the
lization of a concept. Halden writes a story of man fighthis first interstellar war
han alien race on alien ter. The saga unfolds through
experiences of William
ndella and the progression of
military career from Private to
jor. Through him we see not
glorious combatant, of
nee, but the soldier we
w to know from Vietnam. A
drafted in the prime of his
manipulated by politics into
ar he wants no part of, and
n his service is done he has
training but that of infantry-

e Forever War ls a ,vim tale.

Told in a clear-cut style , bloody,
cruel, it makes us empathize with
the characters not as we would
with people we live with but as
-

A

-

l

begins to slow down for it. Thus a
voyage that would last twenty

years, or approaching light
speed, the personnal on board
might age only months where as
two decades have slipped by on
earth.
.. Haldeman gives us not .only
vision of the men and women ostrasized from their home world, .
but from their famHies ~nd of
even their own time.
For a newcomer to the genre,
The Forever Way may pose to be
a slightly difficult work to comprehend at first , but in terms of
simply good literature it is one of
the finest science fiction pieces
that has been produced in recent
months.

books are typically misleading.
They compare the trilogy to the
works of Vonnegut and
Casteneda, at the same time trying to pass them off to the buying public as serious works. The
average Vonnegut/Castenada
reader may be turned off by
these blurbs, but will find
enough to hold their interest in
the text itself. It is recommended
that the books be read as close
together as possible, in order to
preserve the sense of continuity.
Also recommended are the
appendicies at the end of the
third book, as they explain many
things that may still be confusing
to the 'reader, in addition to giving brief descriptions of the
characters' lives after the story
ends.
The trilogy is a literal trip, with
character growth paralleled by
chapter headings from the Tree
of Life. Those interested in
mysticism, politics, crime, secret
societies , archaeology, history,
H.P. Lovecraft, absurdity, or
society in general should read
them , and be enlightened.
lllumin.atusl: The Eye In the
Pyramid, The Golden Appe; and
Leviathan, by Robert Shea and
Robert Anton Wilson, paperback, $1 .50 each from Dell
Books.

A Touch of Glass
by Professor Marron Bensky
The " Joys of Glass" appropriately describes the current exhibition on view from MondayFriday 10-2 until March 5 at Kean
College ot New Jersey's Art
Gallery, where Alec Nicolescu,
Professor of Fine Arts, assembled
for the first time these outstand' ing works of former students.
Embodying superlative craftsmanship and creative freedom ,
glass as a sculptural m-edium of
fine art comes into its own providing a meaningful vehicle of
individual expression of these innovative masters . The intrinsic
qualities of glass are given un-

limited visibility, responding enthusiastically to the hands and
imaginations of these artistcraftspersons.
Glass as liquid, moldable form,
or as penetratingly sharp and
brittle, iridescent glass with rich
colors and silky surfaces, glass
containing patterns of air bubbles suspended forever in a blue .
sea , threaded glass and strings of
glass articulate their creators'
pass ionate interests in new form
and sensitivity to new content.
Perfectly · shaped spheres,
crystalline pure and vulnerable'
singly become formidable when
(Continued on page 13).

Yentl-a woman in a man's world
men and women we might Ike
to know.
But as in real life we never intimately come to know many of
them for they are shipped out to
the war zone, or transferred, or
meet their deaths. The lasting
impression is a n1:cd to become
doser not sadly longer after the
opportunity has slipped away.
As well as writing a story of
sound literary quality, Haldeman has produced a solid piece
of scientific speculation. Unlike
Star Trek, where the crew travel
at hyper-light speed, Mandella
and his companions are limited
to the technologies·of the dawn
of the next century. There is no
magical warp drive to bound
them across the cosmos. They
are confined _by the hard, cold
axioms of physics which state
that no body of matter can
accelerate beyond the speed of
light : 186,000 mps.
Yet within this limited frame of
motion , a war, well planned , using totally self-sufficient combat
units can be waged. The
lorenze-Fitzgerald contraction
states that as a body of matter approaches light velocity time

by Barbara Jacobson
"-Blessed Art Thou, 0 lord Our
God, King of the Universe, Who
hast not made me a woman."
The above quote is taken from
the Jewish Orthodox scriptures
and is an important element. in
the Broadway production of
" Yentl," currently at the Eugene
O 'Neill Theater.
The plot of "Yentl " involves a
young Jewess ·who thirsts for
learning. Unfortunately, she is a
female living in an era when
Jewish women's lives are very
limited; the woman must be a
good wife and mother, nothing
more or less. The prospect of
such an existence at times
frightens , provokes, and f rustrates Yentl.
What is Yentl 's alternative? If
she cannot study as a girl , she will
pursue knowledge as a boy . With
a cloak and pais (earlocks worn
by Jewish men) , her masquerade
is complete.
To many , such an action may
be considered extreme , but
Yentl is constantly bombarded
by male chauvinism of the Yiddish variety : "A learned woman
is a monstrosity." "Women have

no powers of observation and

reasoning." " When you marry,
do everything your husband
wants you to do, and do it gladly,
even if it hurts."
·
When it becomes clear to the
men of the community that Yental has a brain , she is subjected to
even more- barbs. "Heaven must
have made a mistake. " " How
willl you ever find a husban<i
nowl"
Yentl finds the transition to
"manhood" more difficult than
she had ever fat~omed. Women,
regarding her as a man, fall in
love with her. Men undress in
her presence. Perhaps the most
humorous scene of all occurs at
the tailor's place of business.
Yentl decides to marry a women:
this, in itself, has endless consequences and repercussions. At
the point Yentl must be
measured for his- her wedding
robes, which are rather tight-fitttng. The tailors cannot help but
notice that a certain part of the ;
male anatomy is not in evidence.
Yentl (she has chosen a masculine name, Anschel) hides her
Renital areas with her hands and
embar-rassedly mutters, "Oh, it's
just a little nothi~. " The tailor
replies indi,1nantly, "To a tailor.

nothing is nothing. "
Yentl is faced with constant
decisions
and conflicting
emotions upon her decision to
become a man. Today we have
rap groups and consciousnessraising sessions to help women
realize their potential; Yentl has
no recourse but to find her way
herself. Yentl's final solution to
the questions of life style faced
by many women today may upset some of us, but it is a personal
decision which she alone makes.
Tovah Feldshuh, who plays
Yentl, without a doubt becomes
the object of the audience's empathy. Her acting is little short of
superb; as Anschel, she portrays
a boy, but without losing her
female spirit and sensuality. John
V. Shea, as Avigdor, Yentl's dassmate, and later, the object of her
love, also deserves credit for his
perceptive pe.rformance of a
young man in desperate need of
a woman. There is no orchestra,
but recorded music is effective at
certains moments in adding the
Judaic atmosphere. The lines in
this play are replete with sexual
innuendo, humor, pathos, and
perhaps most importanc,withinsiRfltfuf messages for us all.

-
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Coffeehouse, March 4th, 8:30, Front Lounge, Admission 25¢
Coffeehouse, March 18th, 8:30, Front Lounge, Admission 25¢
Rock Show, March 1, 9:00, Little Theatre, Free (Mad
Ranger)
A22 Show, March 8th, 8:30, Little Theatre, Free, (Eric
Kloss and Barry Mites)
Commuter Coffee Hour, Tues., March 17, Free Coffee
and Danish, Sloan Lounge, 8:30-10:30
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The last day to withdraw
from a First Eight-Week
Course and receive a grade
of "WD" Is Friday, March 12,
1976. Official withdrawal
must be completed at the
Registrar's Office, first floor
Administration Bulldlng (or
Room 106, Hutchinson Hall).
Students who do not offlclally withdraw from a
course are subject lo a falling
grade.

Sun., Feb. 29
7:30 p.m.
Admission $.25
"DAY OF
THE DOLPHIN"
Downs Dining
II & Ill
CCB

Young People's
Christian Fellowship

presents

EXODUS
presents
CATHOLIC
MINISTRY
Mass - Sundays
Downs Hall 11 a.m.
Prayer & Sharing
11 :30 a.m.-12 noon
Daily-Bookstore Office
Every Tuesday

The Praises
in concert
with
Another Guest Group
for your enjoyment

Feb. 26, 1976
Little Theater
8 p.m.

50¢

This is our
first Gospel Event
Please give us
your support

Jesus Bible and
the Holy Spirit
For Y-rated
Catholics!
Others Welcome!
Everything you wanted
to ask - but NEVER dared!
1:30 p.m .-J-132
Campus Ministry Office
Bookstore Building
"At the Sign
of the Candle"

"He that has an ear let him hear."
Blble Study
Elementary Theology
Every Wednesday evening 8 to
10 p.rn . J-130
Corne and learn and air your
views
Rap session included
More information see
Zarlta F. Burnett
Bldg 3-305

IN CONCERT
Rev. Nat Townsley
and
Lighthouse Ensemble
The Praises
The United Voices
Ms. Maggie Hutcherson
Ms. Patrica White
Sat .. Mar. 13. 1976
7:30 p.m. Sharp
Jersey City
for tickets see. call or write
Zarlta F. a..nett. Kun College, Bldg

527-2931

WE NEED

YOU!
The Orientation Committee needs people to
help orient the incoming
Freshmen Class of 1980.
The program is organizing now, but takes place
during the summer months. So if you can give us 2
or 3 days of your time for
about 3 weeks during the
summer, sign up.
Anyone Is
Welcome!
Meeting :
Sun., Feb. 29
Downs Hall
Meeting Rm. B
2:00 p.m .

3-305, 527-2931

VETERANS
I would like to take this opportunity to inform you that Kean College
has a Veterans Administration Representative on campus.
I, as the Veterans Administration representative on campus, will be
able to assist you in dealing with all inquiries related to Veterans
Benefits. This assistance will not only apply to educational benefits, but
will also include home loan guaranty, compensation, pension, and any
other Veterans Administration benefit.
My office is in the Kean Building, 2nd floor, phone number: 527-8373.
The office is staffed Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m., Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to meet the needs of both day and
evening students.
Come in to see me at any time. I'll b_e happy to answer any questions
that you may have regarding your entitlement and application to
veterans' benefits.

I

Mike Procak
V.A. Representative

Student Affairs Presents:

Belly Dance Lessons
!

•

with Tricia Markovich

tot

Mondays at 4:00 p.m .
in Gym E, D'Angola
FREE!!!

Jazz Dance Lessons

Ski Trip
Deposits
Sugarbush trip (March 28-April
3) deposits are due at the Tuesday. March 2nd Ski Club
meeting. Also at this time.
refunds or reschedu li ng plans
will be handled if Hunter day trip
is cancelled . Meeting scheduled
for 1:40. free hour. in Will is 300.

with Tracey Miller
Tuesdays at 4:00 p.m.
in the Dance Studio,
D' Angola Gym
FREE!!!
Read & Study
With Success

Student Affairs Presents

Only on Tuesday
March 2, Browsing 8oom , 1 :40
Dr. Jeanette Thornton of the Counseling Center
"Body Movement Awareness "
What does your body say that you don't verbalize?

..

Come to the Reading and Study
Skills Center to improve your
Comprehension . Vocabulary. Reading Rate. Study Skills. Spelling. Oral
Language
Hutchinson Hall . Room 202 A. 8 a m
to 4 p.m.

The 1976 nominating convention
the
Democratic Party wi II have something in common with Kean College. The Political Science
department will hold a mock Democratic
National Convention here on campu~. s,~rting on March 15 at 7:30 in the T. P.A. 1the
sights and sounds of a political convention
will resound about the school, as s,u~_ents
from Kean, Rutgers, Trenton State . and
Douglas meet and represent the 50 states to
try and get their candidates the nomination. A
nominating convention was held here in 1972
with the result of Sen. George McGovern
receiving the nomination. This year the
keynote speaker will be Congresswoman
Elizabeth Holtzman (D-NY) a member of the
House Judiciary Committee, one of the
people responsible for getting Nixon out of
the White House. Any ~tudent who wants to
be part of, or just see a nominating convention, and can 't get to Madison Square Garden ,
can- sign up at the Political Science office J105.
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Rebuttal To
John Hovrath
II Stude nts,
a letter to the edi 1or pri nt ed
he Independent last wee k,
n Hovra th (a se nior) ·raised
questi on " Where are the ci fi c det ails tha! are neede d
rder to sho w -t hat Stu de nt
ga niza tion is a n o p e n
ni za tion ?" We ll . for those
o are c ur io us. the de tai ls are
a t ed in 1h e Stu de n t
anization offices. If yo u wish
ttain a'ny informa l ion . we are
e tha n glad 10 provi de it. We
ocated in I he Coll ege Ce n1 e r
ding nex1 10 th e small Sna c k
and our 1elephone numbe r
89-6200. Feel free 10 call or
P by.
response to Mr. Hovrath's
estion " Is 1he organization
ly willing 10 listen to the maty or just 1he minorities in
i:lent Or~anization ." we are
,, for ,ill full -tim e students

and would lik e to hear fro m
ever ybo dy but if we have to wait
dround for some stud e nts to
become se niors before the y get
co ncerned , the n we wo uld wind
up a ve ry coun te r - productive
orga ni zati on. Fortunat e ly, most
concerne d pe opl e get involve d
early . It should be point e d out
that the Stude nt Organ was not
inte nde d to be a dollar by d o ll ar
acc ount of th e St ud e n t
Organization bud ge t, but rather
an ove rview of the fund e d activiti es,
se rvi ces
and
organiza tions we sponsor.
In closing, I add that at Stud e nt
Organization we resolve questions and I chall e nge an yone to
dis put e our openess.
Yours in Leadership.
David G. Donaldson
President
Student Organization

MONEYl
Do you care whe re your money goes? If you do, you'll have an o pporlunil~ •o express your feel ings al publi c he arings 10 be conducted by
S1Ude n1 Organi za1i o n as part of its budget delibe rations for the Student
Ac•ivities fee (t he S35 eac h full time student pays each semester). The
l0Uowin11 studc nl groups will be re viewed at the dat es indicated be low:
I. Fe bruary 24 , 1976 al 1:-40 P.M . in Alumni lounge, Dow ns Hall Departme ntal and Special Interest Groups
Council for Exceptional Childre n
En11lish Club
Management Scie nce Association
Psychology Club
Political Science Club
Sc it> nn · Or,(ani za1io n
So..-iol<>l(y Club
S. C. A.H .
Soc ial Work Cl uh
Spanish Cuhural Social Cluh
Third World Move me nt
II. February 26. 1976 al 3: 05 P.M. in Mec1i nµ Room A. Down~ Hdll Ca mpu~ Me dia
lndcpe ndt•n1
DdnJ (Gru bs lrC't' I Wri1 cr)
Me m orahi lia
l<.Cl\' - l e ll'vision

tin~dfrom paxe /)

d his regrets on the curof the astronomy
rtment. On hirin~ new
hers. he said you must inthem that "all of your spare
must be taken up by lookfor a new job".
s. Skarsten pleaded for the
y of the college in the fight
"excellence in higher
cation ". She hoped
artments, as well as faculty,
ents , and tl,e Board of
tees would stop bickering
each other, and unite.
Sitelman , Kean

NEWDell TREAT
Lunch
&

354 -2666

895 Ma g1e Ave
Uruon

Tues.-Frt.
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7-6

Our Specialty
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Hot
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Hoosegaws, Buckets, And PsychoBabble: Teaching American Tongue
by Bill McGraw

(CPS)-lt's " some pop and a
sub" in Tol edo, a "soda and a
hero" in the Bronx but " soda and
a poorboy" in New Orleans. Butchers in Cheyenne put your vittles in a "sack" but i_n Gary, they
go in a "bag." In Detroit, moviegoers go " out" to see the film
" Z" b.ut across the river in
Windsor, Ontario, they go ".o wt"
to see "zed." " Levis" are worn by
a teenager in Tucson but to
grandma back east, they're
" dungarees." A drowsy Utah
State
sophomore, sleeping
through Shakespeare, says she is
"bard of the bord. " New
Englanders pour their water into
a "pail" but in Kentucky it goes
into a " bucket."
Idle chatter at a Houston
cocktail party packed .with
newly-arrived junior executives
from all over the country?
Perhaps, but these verbal
shavings are also the stuff of
serious study these days.
Linguists , or "dialect
geographers" as they are often
called, are currently hard at work
doing their darndest to piece
together the quizzical puzzle of
the American language.
In Arkansas, etymological
sleuths are traipsing through the
Ozark pinewoods, recorders in
hand, compiling detailed glossaries of backwoods patter. On
125th Street in Harlem, others
are snooping about gloomy
tenaments, gathering snippets of
modern black English. Later,
specialists will be able to show
that this style of speech is hardly
"bad English," as some people
say, but rather rich and complex

and just as sophisticated as that
used by speakers of " good
English" 50 blocks south on the
Upper East Side.
'
How did the work " hobo"
evolve? another dialect specialist
is asking. Did it come from
Chinese immigrants in Seattle or
from midwestern train
brakemen who would overhear
Pullman porters greeting each
other with the salutation " Ho
Beau! " Or did it originate south
of the border? The Caribbean
maybe? Still other language
researchers

are

assembling

regional dialect atlases.
" Take coyote for example,"
says dialect geographer Harold
Allen, a retired professor from
the University of Minnesota who
will soon complete the third
volume of his "Language Atlas of
the Midwest."
"South of Denver," said Allen,
"you say 'ky'oh-tee.' But over in
North Dakota, they say ' kyoot .'"

Allen is one of about 25
language experts actively studying how words and accents have
bounced back and forth
between the Atlantic and the
Pacific, Canada and Mexico.
Allen, a teacher for SO years and
also author of " Readings in
American Dialectology," says
that specialists like himself study
grammar , vocabulary and
pronounciation to determine
the flow of American words and
usages.
Most experts agree that the
overwhelming influence of
current American speech comes
from the settlers of the 13
colonies. "They brought with
them several different accents,"
Allen points out in the flat tone
of the upper midwest. As the settlers and their descendents
moved west, they picked up
words and terms from the
Spanish, French, Indians and
On March 15, 16, .& 17, the Political Science deputment of Kean
slaves they met along the way.
college will hold a Mock Democratic National Convendon. The keynote speaker wll be Rep. Bizabeth Holtzman (D-NY) a member of ; "Hoosegow" comes from the
Spanish "jusgado," while "Arthe howe Judkiary Committee. This was done In 1972 and Sen.
kansas" differs from "Kansas"
Geor,ce McGovern was nominated. Any interested student should
because it was the French who
'sign up at the Politkal Science office J-105.
first discovered the Arkansas
river.
In any case, American Engllsh
is changing so fast that the small
--------------~---.---..------_,.
number of dialect geographers
College representative for the
Boar . T eresu twasapassingo
Federation of Teachers , thought
a motion to hold a meeting open find keeping up a full-time octhe Board was "firing. on a to faculty and students where cupation.
hypothetical budget". He also
dialogue between the public and
protested the procedure of the
the Board on the firing issue
could occur.

WN~C - Radio
Ill. Marc h 2. 1976 al 1:-40 P.M . in Alumni l ou nµ c- . Downs Hal l - ~1uden1
Govc rnme nl Commi11 ces
Stude nt Counci l
Stude nt Or11a ni za1ion Pro jects
Athlet ics
Capital Expendi 1urc-s
Class o f 1977
Class o f 1978
Class ol 1979
IV. Mar ch 4, 1976 al 3:05 P.M . in Meetin g Room A. Downs Hall -CJmpus Se rvice Orga nizations
Colle 11e Ce nt e r Board
Orie nt ation '77
Reside nt s' Associa ti o n
Nat ional Stude nl Associa1ion
Communicali o n - He lp Cen1 er
Squire's First Aid Squad
Townsend l ect ure ~ ri es
Social Committee
Day Care Center

Layoffs
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The Senate Committee concerned with the Status of Women In Investigating the need for exnded child care for both evening faculty and students. H you feel the need for additional
erage beyond 7:40 p.m. In the evening, please complete the form below and return It to either
Evening Student Council Office located In the College Center Building or the Health Sercea Office In the Bookstore Building. Your cooperation Is appredated by returning the form by
arch 15th.
Child Care Information
me _________________________________
ontact - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -phone
addre11
_ I wou ld need ch il d care se rvices during the hours of 7:40 to 10:00 p.m. if it were to

provided.
Number of children
Ages _ _ _ _ __
I would be Interested even If a modest fee were to be charged for this service.

Glass

(Continuedfrom paxe //)

gathered together free-flowing ,
tqi s le d forms in opaque
saturate d hues sparkled in sensuous harmony ; brillant blue
hemi sph e rical receptabl es of
sa nd captur e t hat rare spring da y
of spirit ual re newal bet wee n
hum an a nd natur e.
In I his spirit , Professo r Nicol escu 's extra ordinary inst all ati o n
proclaims
th e
fundame nta l
relat io nship bet ween hand and
mdterial . bet wee n h umans and
nat ure. Risi ng fr om 1hP fl oor li ke
vole a nic isla nds in va rio u~stages,
1hesf• q 1r110r1~ offer 10 1he
viewer", l lose dliE•nuon ea rth's

So fast does language change
that in 1973, the Air Force issue·d
returning POW's a glossary so
that they would realize a " bag"
had become a " person's way of
life, now generally replaced by
the term 'trip.' Example: ' He's
into a jazz trip.' " The POW's
were also reminded that "cats"
were no longer just nosey, fourlegged creatures but now "any
male, especially a sharp dresser,
dude." The glossary pointed out
further that " dude" was quickly
replacing "cat."
While it isn't exactly dialect
geography,
other
linguistic
private ears are studying the
modern American talker as well.
One such area under serutiny is
"psychobabble," or the
"inability to describe human
behavior with anything but
platitudes," according to P.D.
Rosen, author of an article on
"psychobabble" in a recent issue
of New llmes magazine.
John Denver, Rosen contends,
is a psychobabbler. Says Denver:
"How far out it is to be a bird and
fly around the trees .. .My experience is that if I can tell you
the truth, just lay it out there,
then I have totally opened up a
space for you to be who you.are
and that it really opens up all the
room in the world for us to do
whatever we want to do in
regard with each other."
Denver, however, is hardly
alone, according to Rosen.
" Everyone belongs to the cult of
acndor these days," he writes
and adds, "everyone who does,
speaks the same dialect ."
On a less scholarly note, there
is Houston's Jim Everhart. He is
another of "The Illustrated Texas
Dictionary of the _ English
Language," a four volume tome
which is selling like hotcakes or
flapjacks all over the world.
In his dictionary, Everhart informs non-Texans about the subtleties of the Texas language. In
it, "toad" is the past tense of
"tell, " "tarred the Texan
equivalent of exhausted ,"
"prayed the word for what
ottiers call a 'parade.' " In Texas,
according to "Jem," people have
a good "marge," there's plenty
of "mihyonaries" and a lot of
them made all that money off of
" all."

raw material transformed and
environmentally integrated in
the gallery , as it is fundamentally related before fabrication to
life itself.
Playful , serious , experimental ,
glass as artistic e xpression
promises not only a joyful experie nce to all who see it , but
also a new, fresh look at its infinit e potent ial ities. Run , don't
walk, to this exhibition at the
Kean College of New Jersey's Art
Ga lle ry and meet the artists on
Sunda y, Marc h 7,3-5.
NOTE: THIS ARTICLE WAS
WRI TTE N BY PROFESSOR
MARION BENSKY, ART HISTORIAN , FIN E ARTS DEPARTMl:NT KEAN COLL EGI:.
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FOR .SALE
Potter's Wheel - Klckwheel. Fine
shape. Call Donna 355-0810 after 6

FOR ADOPTION - Beautiful 1 ½ year
old mi x breed male dog. Cross
between Golden Retriever and Short.
Haired Pointer. Housebroken and
obedient. Very even temperment and
good with children. Perfect health,
has had all shots. Good Indoors and
out. Owner joining Navy, will give to
right person. Call 882-5853 after 7
p.m. on weekdays. 11nytlme on
weekends.

Male apartment mate for 2 bedroom air-conditioned garden
apartment - around corner from
Kean on North Ave., Cable TV,
reasonable rent. 351 - 6862 or
376-8974

-~

.

-~

,., ;···

Thunclay, February 1', 1976
12:30- 1:30 p.m.
3:05- 4:20 p.m.
6:30-11 :00 p.m.
7:00-11 :00 p.m.
· 8:30-11 :00 p.m.
8:30- 2:00 a.m.
3:05- 4:20 p.m.

Lunchtime Theatre " Happy Birthday"
CEC Meeting
Choir Practice
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
1.F.S.C. Dance
English Dept. Lecture
John Williams - 81-ack Author

Little Theatre
W-100

Sah•day, February 21, 1976
10:00- 2:00 p.m.
12:00-11 :00 p.m.

Rape Survival Center Meeting
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal

Browsing Rm
Little Theatre

Sunday, Februairy 29, 1976 "'
10:45 a.m.-End
12:00-11 :00 p.m.
1 :00- 4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-End
8:30- 2:00 a.m.

Mass
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Movie " Day of the Dolpl}.in"
Groove f hi_ G~oqve Da·l')ce

Alumni Lge
Little Theatr,e

Monday, March' 1, 19761
7:00-11 :00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End

Young Shakes~are Reh~arsal :• '
Jazz Program

Tuesday, March 2, 1976
1:«>-,, 3:00 p.m.

7:'40:10:00 p.m.

6:00-10:00 p.m.
7:00-11 :00 p.m.
6· 30-10:30 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.

I,

·-~,.

Wednesday, March 3, 1976
. 10:45 a.m.-End
12:15-1 :00 p.m.
2:00 & 6:00 p .m.
8 :30 p.m.- End

Little Theatre
RoomB
Browsing Room
Snack Bar
Alumni Lge

Room

~.

..

:r~"· ·~/

-.

I·

- .~ .\ ._...

,;

1;; $

1.F.S.C. Meeting
Assoc. for Computing Machinery
Jewish Club Meeting
Outing Club
Spanish Cultural & Social Club
Christian Fellowship
Ski Club
Yoga Club
Resident Staff Assistants Workshop
Only on Tuesday "Body Movement Awareness"
Beta Delta Chi
.
·
Delta Slgma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Rho Theta Tau .
Sigma Beta Tau
. Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Omega Sigma Psi
Young Shakespeare Rehearsal
Radio .Station
Residents Association
Ash Wednesday Se.rvices
Mass
Movie " Only l wi:i"Can Play" ·
Movie "Only Two Can Play" ,

. '
f ~?

A

Dining Rn;t II
' Sna,;lr:
Bar °'l
·J ..,.1J_,

-:.:.,:-;~

i

Little Tfo,~atre
CCS-1Q3.:.J
W-100

CSW.-:,1Q9
W-'100 ·
J-1Q3 .
W-300
J-134 ,
Room A
. Front Lge
J-103
J-132
J-142
J-145
W-2028

W-309
VE-3iO
lt-2128
W-402

,·

J-133
-Browing Rm
Little Theatre
room A
Alumni Lge
Room A
Room A
• Little Theatre
Pub
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Skaters Rip N.J.I.T. 9-5
Mullen Scores Hat-Trick
Kean's hockey club (4-6)
feated N.J.I.T. 9-5 at the South
ountain Arena in West
ange, in a game that brought
at action and excitement to
eral Squire fans . Tom Mullen
as outstanding, scoring Kean's
t hat-trick. He also had three
ists to go along with his three
Is.
ike Griffin ar,J Tim Shey had
pair of goals each, while Bob
ylan and Dave Bresset scored a
I each in the winning effort.
itch Wernoch and John
imivera each had three assists
helping the hard hitting
uires to their fourth victory.
iThe highlight of the game
me late in the second period
en N.J.I.T. was awarded a

penalty shot. Frank Mosquera , in
net for Kean, made a great play
by blocking the shot in hockeys'
most exciting play. Kean will
meet Rutgers (Cook) next on

Basketball League
The largest turn-out ever. saw a total of twenty-nine men 's teams
sign up for the Intramural Basketball League. The teams have been
entered in three divisions . one for Monday nights , Tuesday night ,
and Thursday night. The league will begin play on Monday, March 1.
The first week 's schedule is as follows:
Monday, March 1
Gym C
Gym B
6 p.m. Blue Chippers vs. Survivors Alcoholics vs. Busch Bombers
Owls vs. O . F.F.A., Inc.
7 p.m. Cruex vs. Lake
8 p.m. T-F 's vs. Challengers
Tuesday, March 2
Gym B
Gym C
6 p.m. Pubmen vs. Drifters
Pillar of Salt vs. Gold
7 p.m. Bongmen vs. Honkers
Immaculate Conception vs. Bad Hombres

of the top goaltenders in the
league with Bob Brummer. Mike
DeNofa, and Frank Mosquera.
We picked-up two top hockey
players who transferred to Kean

independenl
February 26, 1976
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SPORTS

Wednesday, Feb. 25th at 8:45
p.m. in Hightstown.
Coaches Comments: Tom
O ' Donnell - This was our best
offensive effort of the season.
Everyone played good aggressive hockey. I feel we have three

that will add to our hard hitting
attack. They are right winger Bob
Kumor from Rutgers and center
John Leng from Morris County
College. The three stars for the
N.J .I.T. game: Tom Mullen , Mike
DeNofa, and Frank Mosqurea.

Thursday, March 4
Gym B
6 p.m. Tau vs. Pi
7 p.m. S.Q.U.A.T. vs. Together Brothers
8 p.m. Newark Knicks vs. Busche

The women 's program also boasts its largest amount of entries, as
eleven teams will vie for championship honors. The girls play on
Wednesday nights beginning March 3 with the following schedule:
Wednesday, March 3
Gym B
Gym C
6 p.m. Gondwandaland vs. Nu Theta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi vs. Brown Sugar

Poll Of Sportswriters Taken
For the first time a poll has
een initiated among sports
clitors, writers and broadsters to determine their choice
pr the " Greatest Athletes of All
ime," according to Edward A.
'orrigan, president and board
airman of Cutty Sark, the com-

pany sponsoring the poll .
"For many years Cutty Sark has
participated in almost every area
of the world of sports," Horrigan
said. "Therefore we have
decided to poll sports journalists
and broadcasters across the
nation to find out who they

the way i see it

select as the 'greatest athletes of
all time.' "
Selections are being solicited
in the areas of baseball , football ,
basketball , golf, tennis, hockey,
swimming, track and field , boxing, and other categories.
Deadline for retu rn of ballots
is set for February 29, with Cutty
Sark announcing the choices of
the experts shortly thereafter at a
press conference in New York.
Cutty Sark recently prepared
the 36-page color Ali-Frazier
fight program free for all who
attended
the closed-circuit
telecast in the greater New York
area. In March, the company will
sponsor the Le Club International CeJebrity Tennis Tournament in Ft. Lauderdale, Marh

7 p.m. Gang that couldn ' t shoot straight vs. Shazam
Swat vs. Beta Delta Chi
8 p.m. Delta Sigma Pi vs. Sigma Kappa Phi
Bye-Kean Kuties

Scuba Club
The SCUBA CLUB' S first course meeting saw twenty-three people
sign up for the ten-week program. Mr. Alex Bittman provides excellent instruction in this program.

I

Soviet Amateurs

by Bob Graczyk
The Olympics have become the main focal point for criticism
ncerning the rules on amateurism. Over the last few years ·ifhas
come common knowledge that many countries finance their 25-28.
hletes for the Olympic Games. Alexander Yakushev, a top Soviet
' lympic hockey player was asked about his salary, in an article
The Sports Department of
r\tten by Mark Mu\voy. Yakushev replied, "Three hundred rubles
the Independent would Ike
pproximately $400) a month paid by the Hockey Federation."
to congrat.Jate Miss Pat Hankushev and the many other Olympic athletes who are financed are
nisch and the Women's
t amateurs but professionals. It's a shame that the high officials-of
Basketball team on the fine
e Olympics are content to let obvious professionals compete in t~e
season they are havin11, We
ost important amateur event in the world.
wish then lots of luck in the
The recently completed Russian hockey tour serves as another exupcoming townaments.
pie of the flaws in the amateur system. Two Russian teams
mpeted against eight teams from the N.H.L. and lost only two , CONGRATULATIONS
mes. Besides their excellent performance on the ice, the Russians
·d even better financially. The Soviets received $25,000 a game.
ecently an all star squad, picked from the two teams that toured the
.S., won the gold medal in the Winter Games. It surely takes some of
Independent
e prestige away from the Olympics to see the Soviet Union flaunNeeds
Sports Writers
ng its fake amateur status.
The many conflicts (amateurism included) that surround the
And Photographers
'lympics every four years could cause the eventual elimination of
Come In and
~Games.What is needed is a revision of the existing amateur laws,
Meet Joe Sullga
th an emphasis on the investigations of violators.

Outing Club
The Outing Club will have its second meeting of the semester on
March 2nd in Campus School West 109 during College Hour (1 :303:00). Plans will be made at this meeting for a trip during the school's
spring recess.
The Outing Club traveled to Harriman State Park, in New York for
day hikes on February 19th and on the 22nd. A good time was had by
all!

Co-ed Basketball

'============~
The

Fundamentals Of Tennis
Offered in The Spring
Two sections of the popular
urse, "Fundamentals of Tens," are bei !18 offered in the sprg semester by the Center for
ntinui'hg Education at Kean
llege of 'New Jersey.
The fiils( series of nine lessons
gins Th"t.lrsday evening, March
from 7 - 8 p.m. Charles Herey, Coordinator of Campus
creation is the instructor.
<>gistration deadline is March
he second series, also nine

lessons,
begins Wednesday
evening, Arpil 7 from 7 - 8 p.m.
Patricia
Hannisch, Assistant
Director of Athletics, is the
instructor. Registration deadline
is March 31. The fee for each
series is $25.
Participants will learn such
fundamental skills as grip,
forehand and backhand drive.
service volley, strategy of singles
and doubles play.
For more information call 5272163.

All women interested in playing Intercollegiate softball should attend the first
meeting on March 1, in room D-J27 at
3:30 p.m.

SPORTS DEADLINE
IS MONDAY AT NOON

In CC-119

Gym C

The Darts vs. Jazz
Phi vs. Chi

The office of Campus Recreation sponsored a co-ed 2 on 2 basketball tournament, on Friday, February 20th at 1: 30 in the Gym. In the
first round Bob Newmann and Pat Corridan defeated Curt Gellerman and Pat Murphy by the score of 15-9.
In other first round play Ed Lugo and Sharon O'Donnell were
defeated by Jolene Zavali and D. Cichowski, by the score of 15-12. In
the final game Neumann and Corridan defeated Zavali and
Cichowski by the score of 15-9.

~ ·other News
The Ski Club will jour.ney to Hunter Mountain this Sunday; and the
Horseback Riding Club .is starting its spring schedule of competitive
shows with a journey to West Point. The Gymnastics Club meets Tuesdays . and Thursdays at 1 :30 p.m. in CSW-118. SQUARE DANCING
meets in CSW 109 on Thursday nights at 5:30 p.m.

Inexperienced Squires Drop 19th
by Joe Eckonrode
The Kean College basketball
team lost their 19th game against
visiting Trenton State by a score
of 67-58.
Kean started the game in good
fashion , outplaying their opponents throughout its first half.
The Squires pranced into the
locker room with a 32-24 halftime lead.
At the beginning of the second
half Kean witnessed its lead
dwindle very rapidly, as Trenton

State exploded for twelve
straight unanswered points.
Trenton then spurted into the
lead which they never relinquished again.

NEW JERSEY ST ATE COLLEGE ATHLmC
CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STANDINCS
(Games

Played Through Feb. 14)

Conference

W L

Pf

PA

•Glassboro State
Montclair State
Trenton State
Jersey City State
William Paterson
Kean

9 1
6 3
6 3
4 4
3 7
0 10

685
572
524
524
640
605

601
551
514
526
635
724

Today

Girls BB
Swimming

Kings College
FDU-Madison

Friday

Boys BB
Boys BB
Girls BB
Wres1lin~

Ramapo State-V
Union C.C.-JV
Monmoud1-jV
NI College Tournament

Fencinl(

NIAIAW Championships

Sa1urdav

But Kean kept fighting back
and rallied to within two points
46-44, but Trenton did not yield
to the Squire's thrust, and again
took a commanding lead.

6:00 A
7:00 H

6:30

H
H

7:00

A

8:00

A

Overall W L

... ...... 15
.. .. . . . . . 13
......... 8
. . .. . . . .. 13
..... .... 11
......... 3

7
9
14
7
10
19

PF

PA

1477
1507
1230
1393
1361
1381

1383
1455
1312
1268
1289
1621

The Squires however showed a
great amount of poise and
teamwork towards the end of the
game. With only SO seconds to go
Kean closed Trenton State's lead
60-58.
Trenton then exploited the
stall tactic, which ended all
hopes for a Squires upset. Kean
was forced to foul their counterparts, Trenton made all their
charity throws. They scored the
last seven points.
Kean was lead by big Nick Yankowicz (26 points), and ever improving Vince McDonald (14
points).
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·Trenton Rally
Chaos And .C ommitment
(Continued fr om page I)
for this he was loudly cheered.
Cent er stage was once again
given back to the student
leaders.
Melanie
Willowby,
Rutgers Stude nt Governm ent
President, pointed out t hat it
w ould be women and minorities
w ho would suffer the cutbacks
f ir st
and m o st.
Mann y
M enend e z ,
St u d en t
Government Presi dent from
Montcl ai r State brought in the
wor ki ng class motif th at as always
it is the poor who wi ll bear the
burden. However, the crowd
appeared to grow rest less wh en a
Trent on State leader asked t he
band to play " taps" for higher
edu cat i on.
Byrne sees
student leaders
It was at this moment that the
student le_aders were quietly
ushered in to see the governor.
The crowds mood changed
from passivity to furor when
Menendez stormed out of the
state house and seized the mike.
lndignately he roared to the
crowd that the student leacfers
were selling them out in a secret
meeting.
Lacatena , still performing the
role of M.C., did not stem the
tide of dissatisfaction, but further
fanned its flames by asking the
crowd whether it wanted the
governor to come out and talk to
everyone. Receiving an affirmative answer he sent Troy
into the state house to fetch the
highest elected official in the
state.
Inside the state house Byrne
was telling the student leaders
t hat he was willing to finance
higher education but that he
needed new taxes to do so. The
students replied that they did not
come to talk of taxes but only
about education; they wanted to
have something to · say to the
crowd on their return.
Byrne repeated, " Tell them I' d
be glad to increase the budgets
of the colleges up to $310,000,000
if I had the funds."
In deciding not to come out to
the students the governor set the
tone for the rest of the rally. By
this time the crowd had taken a
new chant, " We want Bryne" .
When Troy and the leaders
returned Lacatena was faced
with the problem of having
promised something he could
not deliver. Troy tried to salvage
the situation · by commenting
that Byrne was a personification
of the state's bad attitude toward
students . This brought more
anger out in the audience.
Lacatena made a last minute
attempt to regain control by
proposing a march to Dungan's
office but the crowd would not
respond. The moderate leaders

had now totally lost control and a
small but vocal element began to
move in on the platform . A
w oman gai ned con trol of the
mike · and call ed for Byrn e to
com e o ut in angry obscene
w ords. A few young wom en
gained access to t he building and
hung a sign from the fourth floor
w indow telling others to come i n
t hrough t he side door. At tha t
poi nt som e peopl e moved
t oward t he door instigati ng
pol ice activity.
Whe n the lack of organ ized
leadership began- · to show a
teacher repr esentat ive fr om NJ IT
called out to his wards to get on
t he buses. The crowd stayed put
until t he mike was shut off.
Bull horns the; took the place of
t he sound system . Dave
Donaldson shouted through one
horn for Kean people to return
to their buses . Simultaneously
some people began to call on the
crowd to break into t he state
house. A bus tried to leave the
scene by cutting through the
crowd. Students on the str eet sat
down in front of it blocking its
path forcing the bus to back
down the street the other way.
Three . divisions were now
evident in the crowd. One group
wanted to leave immediately and
began walking back to the buses,
the second group just stayed to
watch, and a group of about five
hundred stormed up the stairs
and provoked a confrontation
with the police. Planks torn from
the platform as well as fruit were
thrown at the door and the
police defending it. The Trenton
State Band now began to play a
team fight song.
The second
surge of
demonst ration was the most
violent incident of the day. The
police first retreated and pushed
the crowd back. The band
dispersed. Still attempting to be
heard over the roar of the crowd
Dave Donaldson was caught for a
moment between the students
and the platform . Long before
this
Lacatena
had slipped

Leo Troy, Rutgers leader of
through the police line into the
state house. " Lacatena ran from
_the violence he had helped to
arouse," · stated
Donaldson,
"(while) I was being crushed
against the railing by those
radicals for twenty- five minutes.

Although five police and five
demonstrators were injured in
the confrontation and -four
people were arrested, the police
never lost control of the
situation.
Lost ground
Reaction of participants of the
demonstration to the events of
the day were generally negative.
Donaldson and other members
of the student org· felt that it had
turned intoacounterproductive
action.
Bob Sitelman, president of the
KCFT appeared stunned by the
day's events . He could only say
that he hoped that there would
be the opportunity to patch
things up with the students.
The
day
after
the
demonstration, President Weiss
remarked, " We had been making some progress with the
legislature on the funding crlsis,
but because of this incident we
have probably lost ground
there."
On Sunday Feb. 22 the New

According to Northwestern
University's annual
Endicott
Report on graduate employment trends, the job market has
opened somewhat for the first
time since 1974, though it is still
tight. The report, based upon
responses to a survey of 225 corporations, shows an overall 9
percent rise in the demand for
bachelor degree graduates, with
a 1 per cent : increase for those
with masters degrees.
Those who graduate this June,
the report states, will have an excellent chance to find some employment , although 25 percent
of the graduates may find them'-

C areer Co U rse Offered
t O LJ n der C1·ass men

In a desire to offer students,
particularly lower classmen, concrete, accurate and current information in the area of career
development, registration for
the third " Career Development
Course" is scheduled for the
month of February.
All students who would like to
participate should be given the
following information :
The career development
course is non-credit, tuition free
and offered during the College
Free Hour (Tuesday, at 1:55 P.M .
until 2:50 P.M.). It is open to all
students of Kean College.
( Undergraduate
and
cer tification students) .
Please find ltsted below the
complete outline for the seven
week course: 1st Session - Philosophy and Purpose of Career
Planning; 2nd Session - SelfKnowl edge ; Personal and

Career Values; 3rd Session Evaluation Techniques; 4th Session - Career Possibilities; 5t h
Session - Basic Preparation for
Various Careers; 6th Session Current Job Market ; 7th Session
- Programs Available at Kean
College.
All students who are undecided about a career should
attend. The information will• be
most helpful and worthwhile in
view of the current economic
and job market situation.
For further information . contao Judith Vitolo, Office of
Career Planning and Placement,
New Administration Building, or
telephone at 527-2040.

The Indy
Needs
Photographers

Basic Grant .l nfo 1"1isleading to Students
Washington , D . C.-The
National Student Lobby has
charged the U.S. Office of
Education (OE) with providing
misleading information on the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant Program (BEOG) application for the 1976-77
academic year.
According to Congressional
legislation authorizing the BEOG
program , students are eligible
for a maximum $1 ,400 grant.
However, the BEOG application
states, " it is estimated that during
the 1976-77 academic year the

awards will range between $50
and $1 ,000."
A spokesperson for the Basic
Grants division in OE told NSL
that the $1 ,000 figure was used in
the application because
Congress had not appropriated
enough funds to offer full-size
grants ~o students. Beginning
February 17, Congress will begin
to consider a Supplemental Appropriations bill that would
provide additional funds to the
BEOG program for the coming
school year. An estimated $600
million are needed in order to

Job Survey Results Vary
The prospects for future jobs
are grim. Or, the prospects for
future jobs are bright. It all
depends on what survey you
happen to pick up.

the AAUP was one of the many spe.aken at the rally Thursday.
Jersey student association met at
going to be .more aware of wha t
Montclair State College and
we are doing when we parassessed the effects of the
ticipate i n any f ut ure joi nt acdemonstration.
tion. The union is out for itself, so
" We realized we could not
students have got to be out fo r
blame the whole thing on Marthemselves," he added.
co," Donaldson said, " but we are

selves in positions for which they
are " overqualified."
Women and black graduates
face a 45 percent i-ncrease in hiring opportunities, and engineering graduates will walk into a
market where openings have increased by 26 percent if t he Endicott Report is corr ect .
But if it is not correct, then the
truth may lie closer to !he results
of a survey of 630 employers conducted by the Col lege Pla cement Council.
That survey found a five per
cent decrease in projected job
openings as compared with jobs
available in 1975, a year in which
18 per cent fewer college
graduates were· hired than in the
previous year.

AlthouMh respondents to ~he
emphasized a need for

· survey

women and mi norities with
management
potential ,
the
prospects for women and
minorities were still no bett er
than for other graduates.
About the only thing the two
surveys can agree on is th at
engineering majors have the
best chance of finding jobs.
However, the College Pla cement
sur vey
place s thi s
engineering hiring increase at 2
per cent, as opposed to the 26
per cen t shown by the Endi cott
Survey. The College Pla cem ent
Survey
also
indicat es
that
graduates in mathemati cs, the
sciences and ot her techni cal
areas outside engineering face a
19 per cen t decrease in employment opportunities.
Both surveys show rnntinually
bleak outlooks for liheral am
,craduates. ·

offer maximum grant s of $1,400
to el i gi bl e student s.
In making the charge aga i nist
OE, NSL did not dispute the fa ct
that the money is currently not
avail able to offer $1,400 grant s.
But the Lobby did criticize OE for
not including an explanation
about the grant redu ction in the
BEOG application.
" According to law, students
are entitled to a $1,400 grant.
Congress will have to decide if
enough money will be appropriated in order to make
good on their commitment to
the law," said Steve Pressman,
NSL Co-Director. " In the meantime, NSL feels that OE should
have a responsibility i n provi ding
student s with complete and non- misleading information about
t he financial aid picture. The
BEOG appli cation should have
made reference to the pending
Congressional
action
whi ch
could restore $1 ,400 grants."
The BEOG spokesperson said
no plans have been discussed for
an explanation to be made avail able to students, financial aid officers, or anyone else, but added
that OE would expect a number
of inquiries about the grant
reduction.
" You can bet there are going
to be som e inquiri es - perhaps
from some attorneys as well ,"
said Pressman. "We really can' t
blame Congress for not appropriating pnough money herause
t h<!y dep<•nded on 01: to provide
e,timates on the numhN of
\tudent!> who would partkipatP .

in the BEOG program . OE e~~
ti mat ed th at 56 per cen t of BEOG
appli cations woul d be eligibl e
for an award in 1975-76 but.
inst ead, 74 per ce nt were
eligible. Now it appea rs th at a lot
of students are going to suffer
becaus e of OE ' s mi scal culations. I ca n see wh y they
would be reluctant to explain
that in the applicati o n for this
year."
·
NSL has call ed on the Offi ce of
E:ducation to disseminate revi sed
information on· BEOG aw ards
following Congressional actio n.
NSL has also announced a
nationwide student lo bbying ef- ·
fort which will focus on the
BEOG supplem e ntal a ppropri ation. NSL is as king
st udents to con tact members of
Congress during Febru ary und
March and urge their support for
the much-needed student -aid
funds. NSL has singled out the
members of the Sen ate and
Hou se Labor - H l:W Appro pri ations Subcommitt ees, wh o
have jurisdiction over finan cual
aid appropriations , as th e prim e
ta rgets of the st udent lobbying
effort.
As a part oft he lobb ying effort ,
NSL is asking student s to come to
Washington , D .C. April 2-6, 1976
for the 5th NSL Lobbying
Conference. Student s will spend
two days of lobbying on the Hill ,
the st udenls at the Conference
can have a great impan on the
fate of financial aid. Now is the
time to make our voices heard in
Conl(ress."

